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Students may be denied higher education
by Mike Strathdee
Qualified high school graduates
who wish to come to WLU within
the next few years may find
themselves refused admission
because the university will be forced
to raise entrance requirements in

order to restrict applications. WLU

Weir told the Cord
that this is one of the options which
the administration may have to
consider. "I would expect that if our
applications increase, we will be
forced to increase the Grade 13
average required". Weir said.
Weir stated that two factors
determine accessibility. The first is
the level of funding received by the
institutions from the provincial
government. The second is the
number of students who wish to
attend university, as measured
against the number of available
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places.

Declining enrolments anticipated
for the latter part of the 80's could
ease the pressure on the system,
although enrolments are holding
steadier than expected at present.
Weir said that the recession could be
largely responsible for the high
enrolment levels. The percentage of
graduating Grade thirteen students
who decide to go on to university is
on the increase. There is also a large
pool of people who, after having
been out in the workforce, decide to
return to school. These "stop-outs"
are a potential student body who
could considerably swell the
demand for entrance to universities
in coming years.
If applications remain high and
funding remains low, universities
will have no choice but to admit a

Women lack desire in business
by

Allen Skuce

Women get hung up in middle
management because they do not
demonstrate the qualities that are
necessary for success in the business
world, according to Ms. Pauline
Hill, president of Welcome Wagon

Limited.
Ms. Hill, who visited Laurier Oct.
28, graduated from University of
Toronto and was recently elected
Chairman of the Better Business
Bureau of Canada.
As seen by Ms. Hill, very little
discrimination against women
presently exists in the work force
today. Decisions are made on the
basis of who is right for the job and
whether an applicant is male or
female is irrelevant. In addition,
many women do not possess and/or
demonstrate the same desire and
committment to get ahead as most
men do.

demand for some faculties such as
computing and business, which are
presently at capacity.
Not only is Laurier's faculty ot
business and Economics at capacity,
but other faculties have as many
students as they are physically able
to take. "Some students are just not
going to get into any university,"
Weir said.
WLU administrators are "trying
to ration space at Laurier according
to academic potential of students
that apply as measured primarily by
their Grade thirteen average. There
are other ways ot assessing the
capabilities of potential students...
these are difficult to impliment in a
fair manner."
Adults who return to school to
take a few courses through
continuing education and later find

smaller percentage of qualified
Weir believes
applicants.
that
enrolment decline will not be as
rapid or as severe as many have
predicted. He added that this will
result in accessibility being affected
by funding, and qualified students
being turned away from universities.
This is a situation which he would
not like to see happen.
Weir explained that in the past,
any student who could not be
accomodated at a particular
institution could usually gain
admittance somewhere else. It is his
belief that at the present time, the
entire system is reaching capacity,
which may mean that there will be
no place in any university for some
students.
Weir fears that universities will be
unable to respond to increased

Arts Director Election Results

Ms. Hill clarified she is not stating
that women do not have these
qualities, but rather they are not
demonstrating them. These qualities
include: creativity, physical fitness,
willingness to work after hours and
to forfeit holidays, willingness to
participate in optional training
sessions, willingness to accept
transfers, and ability to accept
criticizm and have ideas rejected.
According to Ms. Hill, women
have been socialized by parents and
peers to behave in a manner which
does not allow for the demonstration of these qualities.
It appears all kinds of support is
being provided to women in the
work force today who wish to move
to upper levels of management, but
Ms. Hill does not see these women
involved as having the desire to pay
those costs required in the climb to
the top.

Adriana Petrucci
Valerie Holder
Gary Murtagh

Christy Bourke
Murray MacAulay
Craig Simpson

Bill 179, whose short title is the
Inflation Restraint Act, had its first
reading in the Assembly on
September 21. It will probably
become law by mid-December.
Although some 730 University of
Waterloo professors will be affected
by the Ontario government's wagerestraint legislation, Bill 179, only a
handful of them showed up at an
open forum sponsored by the faculty
association Thursday.
The chairman of the forum. Bob
Needham, also a UW economics
professor and president of the
faculty association, was not
surprised by the low turnout. He felt
that the faculty members were fairly
content at the present time, "but
there certainly will be problems in
the future."

Discussion of the bill, that limits
wages for all provincial employees
to five per cent over the next year
and attempts to limit prices to the
same increase, was undertaken by a
four-member panel. All had
speeches vehemently opposed to Bill
179.
Brian Charlton, New Democratic
MPP for Hamilton Mountain, called
the bill "an inflexible, totally
arbitrary piece of legislation" and
"basically a totally unacceptable
package." Specifically, Charlton
said the government was taking a
very . unfair approach to wage
restraint especially in the case of
those who are weakest i.e. having

1981.

contracts ending in
He went on to say that the only
way to get an increase above the five
per cent limit is if the employer
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Bill 179 bashed at U. of W.
by Priti Yelaja

that they want to go back on a full
time basis are increasing the strains
on the system.
At Laurier, an increasing number
of part time students have
transferred to a full time program
These students have alreaady been
admitted to the university, which
may give them an advantage in the
competition with Grade thirteen
students for places in full time
programs.
Dr. Weir said that when such a
situation arises, the capabilities of
a part
time student must be
considered against those of a Grade
thirteen student.
This could mean that a subjective
trade-off will have to be made, one
of age and experience against Grade
13 marks.
See Accessibility, page four.

decides to go before the Inflation
Restraint Board. Charlton also
pointed out that the price side is not
controlled at all. "It's unfair right
off the bat to omit OHIP and to
allow Union Gas to continue with is
18 per cent increases and then add
five per cent on top of that." On a
final note, he warned that "the
actual wage constraints may change
but the bill will effectively eliminate
collective bargaining power for all
time. It will become the law and it
must be specifically repealed."

Richard Knight, preisdent of the
UW staff association, was
concerned about the poor turnout.
He interpreted it to mean that the
faculty was satisfied with the present
system, but he feared that "two
years from now this place may be
filled with alot of very angry people"
if salary restraints and university

underfunding continue. The bill was
"inequitable and obnoxious" and
that it was "the tip of the icebeg in
terms of the loss of whatever
autonomy we now have." He added
that the government should have
thought to "fully index our pension
plans before considering us civil
servants."
President of the UW Federation
of Students, Wim Simonis, told the
group that students applaud the five
per cent limit on tuition increases
since fees have gone up between 7.5
and 12.2 per cent over each of the
last three years. But he voiced
concern over the effects of the bill on
restricting student aid, fees for

international students, incidental
fees, and especially the effect of wage
restraints on the quality of
education. According to Simonis,
"surveys show that the quality of
education is seriously deteriorating
at UW in terms of lack of resources,
equipment, and morale of the

professors."
Patrick Wesley, executive director
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of the Ontario Confederation of
University Faculty Associations,
told the group that the bill is "an
unfair piece of legislation, hurriedly
drafted to catch as many people as
possible." he stressed that it is not a
bill about wages but rather a bill
about collective bargaining. "It is
only the beginning of a whole series
of changes in withdrawal of our
democratic rights and the increasing
bureaucratization and centralization of power." He said there were a
few positive things which could be
done: protest the bill as an

impediment to recruitment,
retention, salrary increases and
career progress; educate people
about the effects of the bill; remind
people of the bill when going to the
polls; and try to figure out how to
live under this wage restraint.
Wesley warned that "if the bill goes
through with little effort, it will
stay." Therefore he called for cries
of anguish and protest on all sides in
an effort to present a united front
against the bill.
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President refutes
statements made by Gays
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A SUMMER IN OTTAWA
UNDERGRADUATE SUMMER RESEARCH SCHOLARSHIPS
$1,200 (minimum )/month
Travel allowance

VALUE:

PARTICIPATING DEPARTMENTS

Anatomy
Biochemistry
Biology
Chemistry
Computer Science
Engineering

3-4 months (May-August) 1983
Reasonable on-campus accommodation
is available to early registrants

DURATION:

or permanent resident
Permanent residence outside of immediate Ottawa-Hull area

REQUIREMENTS: Canadian

Full-time undergraduate student.
Preference given to those in 3rd and
4th year.
Forward the required information together with your most recent
University transcript before November 15, 1982 to the address

Geography (Physical)
Mathematics
Microbiology
Pathology
Physiology
Physics
Psychology (experimental)
Systems Science

Chemical
Civil
Electrical
Mechanical
The Summer Research Scholarships will provide research experience
w ith leading Canadian Scientific investigators in one of the above
fields.

below. Also request a reference from one professor sent to the same
address by November 15, 1982.

1983 Summer Research Scholarships SCHOOL OF GRADUATE STUDIES AND RESEARCH
UNIVERSITY OF OTTAWA, OTTAWA, ONTARIO, KIN 6N5 Tel: (613) 231-5804
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Research field of interest
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Can we survive the blast?

Life after the nuclear holocaust
Tim Taylor
What would it be like to be alive
after a nuclear war?
Dr. Donald Bates, Chairman of
the Humanities and Social
Studies in Medicine at McGill
University attempted to answer such
a question in a seminar at St. Paul's
the University of
College at
Waterloo.
This seminar was just one on a
series of activities at the University
and around Kitchener-Waterloo in
conjunction with the Waterloo
Region Peace Network. Dr. Bates, a
delegate with the International
Physicians for the Prevention of
Nuclear War, gave a presentation on
the health effects of nuclear war.
by

To the average man on the street
this is a seemingly ludicrous topic
since he imagines we will all
resemble crispy fried bacon after a
nuclear war. The ironic thing about
the seminar is that Dr. Bates agrees.
Still, he takes the viewpoint that
it would be useful to analyse what
the ramifications of a nuclear
explosion in Canada would be.
Dr. Bates uses the city of
Montreal in a scenario as a target for
an explosion of one megaton bomb
(a one megaton bomb has the energy
of one million tons of dynamite, or
enough explosives to completely fill
a 200 mile long freight train; this is a
very small nuclear bomb. The
Soviets have several multi-war heads
of upwards of forty megatons which
would fill up two of these freight
trains if they were stretched from
Vancouver to Halifax.).
Dr. Bates suggests that the bomb
would be exploded a mile above the
city. He then analysed the damage in
a
15 mile radius. The initial
explosion would result in the
immediate vaporization of everyone
within a five mile radius. Since the
bomb wouid be exploded over the
downtown area, the killing rate
'

would depend on what time the in gastrogenital trauma which
device was sent: if it was during causes the person to experience
working hours, you would nausea, vomiting, and diarrhea.
effectively kill 809?' of the city's This can be cured if the person
population. If it was on a Sunday receives immediate hospital care but
you would kill fewer in this area.
all the hospitals are located in the
The second radius of destruction kill zone so you may expect these
is within an area of ten miles. The people to die. A still smaller dose
effects of the blast will be relatively will result in hematopocitivia (the
less severe, resulting in buildings bone marrow will no longer produce
being blown down rather than being white blood cells which combat
vaporized. There will be 50% of the disease) for up to five weeks. A large
population killed outright, 40% number of these will die from
killed in the next few days from the infection and any disease which will
effects of the blast, and 10%'of the arise from the unsanitary
inhabitants slightly maimed or conditions.
injured physically. The third area of
As you can see, the survivors will
the blast comprises an area with a 15 not be in good shape physically, but
mile radius. In this region there will even the people who are not
be much destruction but there will suffering from any physical trauma
be a survivability factor of about will experience a reality vertigo
40% from the blast.
when their reference points are
This description is for the effects completely destroyed and they are
of the blast itself. An atomic bomb surrounded by thousands of hurt
has three major components to it's and dying people. Most of them will
detonation. The blast is made of be overwhelmed by the conditons
thermal and nuclear radiation. The and lose the will to live.
blast is the resultant pressure change
The environment has also
in the atmosphere. This sends out suffered immensely from the blast.
winds in excess of 500 miles an All of the support systems that we
hour which in effect steamroller take for granted would now be
anything in their path. Thermal defunct. There would be no police,
radiation is the heat generated trom no firefighters, no communication,
the explosion. The temperature in no drinkable water, no sewage, or
proximity to the blast approaches sanitation and very few livable
100 million degrees (the temperature habitations left standing.
of the surface of the sun). The result
That would be the effects of a one
of this heat wave is the starting of megaton bomb on the city. The city
innumerable fires. If the conditions would be effectively if not totally
are right, a firestorm will start. A destroyed. The survivors would as
firestorm uses all the oxygen in the Leonard Breshnev said, probably
surrounding area and if you are not envy the dead.
burned to death by the fire you
Dr. Helen Caldicott estimates
that 10% of the atomic weapons can
simply suffocate.
The third effect is that of nuclear destroy 95% of the population of the
radiation. It a human body receives Northern
Hemisphere on impact.
a large dose of radiation, the One result of this action would be
cerebral nerves will be affected. that 60% of the ozone layer would be
Within a day the person becomes destroyed and any survivors would
hyper-excited, passes into a coma, simply starve to death since the
then expires. A smaller dose results influx of ultraviolet rays would kill

all the earth's vegetation.
Thus, it becomes fairly clear that
there is no such thing as a winnable
nuclear war. If either side of a
conflict releases even a fraction of its
arsenal, the consequences for the
environment negates the long term
survival of any form of life on the
planet.
One of the most frightening
aspects of the whole affair is the
confrontation would not come
about from political posturing of
international intrigue but through
shere incompetence. Cameron
Anderson, a member of Nuclear
Knowledge has estimated that in the
past 10 years there has been 1400
false alarms in the strategic defense
systems. These have been caused by
such mundane things as flocks of
geese, faulty computer chips, and
believe it or not, the alarm having
been set off from radar waves
bouncing off the moon!
Dr. Bates stresses that the only
solution to the whole issue is that of
disarmament. Disarmament will not
come about as part of government

initiative though, it must come
through the backlash of the general
public towards nuclear war.
Wars generally, are not caused by
the population of a country but by
the political leaders of the countries
involved. Thus, it is unreasonable to
expect the various leaders, (who
incidently are advised by the
Military) to initiate policies of
disarmament.
Such policies will be perceived by
their voters as weakening their

country's defence.
Dr. Bates stresses that the only

the countries involved can
the solution is with an
unmitigated voting public that wil
no longer tolerate this nonsense.
Thus, the solution lies within the
countries that have elected ofticials.
The totalitarian regimes wish tc
way

affect

survive just as much as the free
world so that an action by the free
world is sure to be followed by these
regimes.
He also stresses that this process
cannot be done overnight.
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Accessibility: Battle for admissions?

LETTERS

Will the "greying" of Ontario universities restrict accesibility to university
education? This unpleasant scenario seems highly likely to develop if present
trends continue.
In an interview with the Cord, WLU President John Weir conceded that a
combination of provincial underfunding, higher than projected enrolment
levels, and steadily increasing part-time enrolment could lead to competition for
limited existing places in university classrooms.
Dear Mr. Editor;
The growing trend of mature students returning to the classroom has
I would like to start off with a
certainly been looked upon favourably by university officials in general. Partcompliment to the entire Cord staff.
time and extension students help to till classrooms and university cotters.
Their hard work has given the paper
(Despite the fact that WLU is in a uniquely fortunate financial position at the a new image. It is nice to see that all
moment, things may not be so rosy in the near future.) The influx of mature angles are being covered in an
students and "stop-outs" (students who entered the workforce after graduation objective way. However, there is one
from secondary school, have worked for any number of years and since decided fault which has been evident in the
to come to university) may also have damaging effects on a system which cannot past few issues. It seems that
physically accomodate them. There are only so many places to go around, and WLUSU can't do anything right. 1
when capacity is reached, with little likelihood of expansion, someone loses don't think that you people will ever
out. My concern should not be construed as an anti-mature student position.
let the gay issue out ot the spotlight.
should
be
is
not
the
case.
education
available
to
University
This
This year's board is a very
everyone.
Dr. Weir admits that given the finite capacity of university faculties, raising efficient one, in my opinion, and
admission standards is one of the avenues which may have to be considered in even though we have accomplished
order to limit enrolments. It is therefore conceivable that five years from now, a a lot in our short lifespan, we don't
student applying to WLU who graduated from high school with an average of just pass everything through without
73% (for the sake of argument) may be refused admission to a program because thinking first.
Last year's board haggled
his grades are not high enough. The figure chosen here is an arbitrary one. The
is
which
would
allow
a
to
enter
over several issues and as
needlessly
that marks
student
point
university today
probably won't in a few years time. The ivory tower becomes increasingly a result didn't accomplish as much
elitist in nature, and the notion of universality of higher education is eroded to as we have to date. When criticizing
WLUSU, one must realize that it is
the level of a bad joke.
High school graduates hoping to go on to university in the next few years may composed of students, yes just like
face an additional barrier. Many mature students who return to university on a the rest of you, and we are not
part time basis initially decide to return full time. They then enter into perfect. This is not meant to be an
competition with secondary graduates for limited program enrolments. The excuse but rather something to
would-be teen age frosh must apply for admission to the university on the basis consider in order to see an issue
ot their marks. Part-time students already have been admitted, in effect, which, , objectively. Personally, I think
may give them an advantage in the selection process. A trade-off may have to be criticism is one of the ingredients we
made between age and experience and grade thirteen marks. How can need to learn from out mistakes. The
judgements be made under these circumstances which will be fair to any, let other ingredient, I believe is just as
alone all of these parties? If the Ministry of Education continues to underfund important it not more, is to show
universities to the extent that they are not able to adapt to changing societal praise where praise is due. This is
needs, the quest for higher education will become a Darwinian search which will one area where I feel the Cord has
been a bit lax this year; not only with
not adequately meet any of these needs.
WLUSU.
Nobody wins,... and everybody loses.
Kevin Dryden
Mike S/ratlulcc
Director of Student Activities

WLUSU not

praised enough

P.S. All board meetings are open
to everyone. II you want to see what
is happening, come and sit in on one
This commentary is going to be, at least in regards to myself, the final word on and get an objective viewpoint of the
the Gay Issue. The tone of the article is directly relative to one letter to the editor so called "bad handling" of the
(see next page) which is, in my mind; the ultimate in misinterpretation. Mr. issues by your Student Union.

The Last Word.

l

Blaine Connolly

(A viewpoint which is totally
objective would have to be totally
lacking in ideas. Ideas are subjective
bv their very nature. A viewpoint
written in the Cord reflects only the'
opinion of the writer. In our new s
coverage, on /lie other hand, we strive
to provide accurate coverage
of events at and around l.aurier. That
is how news should he handled. The
Cord would very much appreciate
input from any readers who feel that
our news reporting is biased in any
specific way. We tend to call them as
we see them. Thai's our job. TD.)

'

Deverett sees my position as being but a mask for my true beliefs; that of a antigay supporter. That is very interesting and, all in all, quite humorous. It was
impressive that Larry was able to analyse my previous commentaries and come
to the conclusion that I was a gay-basher.
Here are just two quotes from my past arguments: "This editorial does not
deal with the pros and cons of the group's existence, but focuses on the decision
of the Board to pass such a controversial issue at the summer meeting." (Cord
Sept. 23.) "Before my intention here is lost to emotion, 1 wish to remind.those
interested that 1 am pertaining to the processes, not the specifics." (Cord Oct.
28.)
According to this letter, "But Blaine what you're really upset about is the
specifics, these people are gay and you don't think they deserve club status!"
Never, Mr. Deverett, have 1 stated such a blatantly discriminatory remark.
Your belief in this statement is the epitome of misunderstanding.
My position has consistently dealt with the way in which the club was passed,
not whether it is a qualified organization. Whether it be a Geography, History,
Political Science or Business club is irrelevent. If that club's existence is
controversial to the student body, WLUSU has no right to initiate that club in the
absence of a student body. That is all I have been saying; no more, no less. It
appears the Board member either cannot understand what I am trying to convey
(of which I know of some who actually do) or is attempting to undermine the
credibility of my statement.
There are none so blind as those who will not see and none so deaf as those
who will not hear. I hope my position is clear.

Vote for who?
Dear Sir;
Your comment on the lack of Arts
candidate positions was on the nose.
As a voter in this election, I have

been faced with cute posters, cute
cheerleaders but not much in the
way of new, constructive
suggestions.
I realize that this is only a byelection, but I have great difficulty in
deciding among six candidates, only
two of whom I have been able to ask
questions of. An all-candidates
forum would be appropriate, if the
students of the Arts faculties are
expected to cast informed votes.
Often the cause of a low voter
turnout in student elections (which
seems to happen on an alarmingly
consistent basis, in general) is a
student who feels uninformed, and
therefore unqualified to vote on the
issues.

Yours truly.
Colleen Sharen

Dan explains
his column
Dear Editor:
Yours is not an easy job at the best
of times, and I'm quite sure the
discontent amongst your staff
caused by "Little Bits" of two weeks
ago didn't help matters-my

apologies.
I suppose it is to be expected when
writing anything for eyes other than
your own, that if someone can
misinterpret you, they undoubtedly
will. Such was the case with Jackie
Kaiser's letter to you of last week
regarding my column.
It is unfortunate that Miss Kaiser
is so cloaked in journalistic dogma
that she is blind to a valid point
when

it

isn't

served

up

with

1

EDITORIAL

accompanying explanatory notes,
(with diagrams and arrows on the
back...). My point was really quite
simple. Women can easily and

unjustly acquire damaging

reputations,

whereas

a

similar

reputation poses no danger for a
male in the eyes of society. Yes, Miss
Kaiser is right. There is a damaging
double standard.
By manipulating the light in
which I presented this point, the
reader was kept involved and
intrigued. Otherwise this appeal for
men to stop cruelly labelling women,
may have been discounted as just the
hot air of yet another feminist
supporter. Surely Miss Kaiserwould
admit it makes sense to couch your
point in a manner which supports its
effectiveness.
1 would further suggest that the
lady harbours a latent "Joan of
Arc" complex which makes her
hypersensitive to admittedly
questionable phrases and words
even when they are employed in a
fight even she supports. My
approach seemed to have worked. If
nothing else a few more people are
aware of this double standard, and.
awareness of a problem is the first
step towards correcting it.
In closing, regarding my
"profound lack of journalistic
finess", it doesn't surprise me that
Miss Kaiser's air of professionalism
is insulted by my style, but I really
don't care. I am not, nor have I ever
been, a journalist. "Little Bits"
exists as a public airing of my
opinions which I enjoy sharing with
my fellow students, and any reaction
I receive is welcome. So Miss Kaiser,
my apologies for your misinterpretation of my column, but do
remember a writer is one who gets
people thinking through the use of
words not one who criticizes that
-

use.

Sincerely,
,

Dan Linle

Letters cont'd on page 5
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LITTLE BITS
Little
It's a plot! Someone is slipping
apathy tablets into our morning
coffee. Here we are in the aftermath
of the WLUSU by-elections, and the
attitude of the student body during
the whole event was one of "Frankly
Scarlet, I don't give a ...!" Doesn't
that strike you as a bit pathetic?
We bitch and scream when the
people we elect to WLUSU do
something we particularly dislike or
can't agree with, yet we don't seem
to understand that the quality of
decisions made is a function of the
quality of the people we elect to
office. In fact, we don't even deserve
the right to complain in light of the
dim view Laurier students have of

the democratic process. We are
lucky if we get fifty percent turnout
on WLUSU election day. What is
our problem?
Perhaps we don't care because in
three or four years we will be leaving
this all behind. Then what ever input
we had won't matter. Or maybe we
feel there is nothing we can do to
change this school's power
structures, or even make ourselves
heard, hence we just shrug and turn
our backs. Could it be we are just too
damn lazy to get involved?
Well luckily not all of us are too
apathetic to bother sticking our
necks out. In last week's Cord, on
page three, were the photos and
opinions of six people who don't

Letters

Building Committee

by Dan

cont'd from pg 4

WLUSU
workings
a team effort
To All Responsible Members of the

Student Union:
In view of the recent by-election
and the upcoming one in February,
it is essential for every student of
Wilfrid Laurier University as a
member of the Student Union to
fully understand what the position
DIRECTOR actually entails.
The Board of Directors consists of
seven Arts Directors, six Business
Directors, one Music Director and
one Grad Director. Each is elected
represent the interests and
concerns of students.
When placing a vote, one is
choosing the candidate who best
their own opinions.
represents
Consequently, the emphasis is on
how in touch with student affairs
this person really is and whether or
not they have the ability to judge the
issues presented to the Board by the
executive, (OMB). This is not to say
that Board Members can not present
suggestions and students' concerns
but rather they as individuals can
not solely change the actions taken
and decisions made. No, the process
by which decisions are made is not
just a "rubber stamp". Members of
the Board ensure that all angles have
been covered by asking questions
and offering criticisms of the actions
proposed by 0.M.8.
to

The judgement exercised by the
Board as a team, in turn directs the
actions taken by 0.M.8. to pursue
the students' interests through
communication with the respective
students, staff and administration.
0.M.8. is the Operations
Management Board, consisting of
the President, V.P. Secretary, V.P.
Finance, Director of Student
Activities, Commissioner of
University Affairs and the President
of Student Publications. These
people and their respective
departments are responsible for
accomplishing any changes to the
present operations of the Student

Union.
You may wish to confront
candidates with the question of how
much they understand about the
decision-making process and
whether or not they have attended a
recent Board Meeting, not "what
will you do for me, if I elect you."
A Member of the Board can
exercise his/her power to influence
the decisions made by; attending all
meetings, voting on the issues with
only the students best interests in
mind and volunteering their efforts
to pursue a specific issue on a Board
Committee. There are several
committees responsible for certain
areas of the Student Unions'
Operations some of which are:
By-Laws & Regulations Committee

Planning Committee

Campus Clubs Review Committee

Please note that most of these
committees are chaired by a member
of 0.M.8. and that the
recommendations of these
committees are brought to the
Board before a vote occurs.
Also, in February there are the
elections for President and V.P.
Secretary; this is where the major
topics of concern should be the
issues and each candidates' opinions
on them. Campaign Promises are of
vital importance to the upcoming
efforts of the Student Union as a
whole.
Thank you for sharing an interest in
OUR Student Union.

Lynda Carter
V.P. Finance

Poli Sci
over-runs Cord?
Dear Editor:
Being a member of the minority
up here in the rickety walls called the
Cord office, I'd like to let the rest of
this school in on a peculiar fact
which I have encountered. Of those
people in our office damned with the
title "editor", four are in Political
Science, which leaves myself the
minority of one being an avidly
politically apathetic student. Now,
this does not cause many problems
in producing a newspaper as far as
the actual physical production is
concerned, but I think it may be
creeping into the content of our
beloved rag. It is possible that I
am imagining this, but I seem to
notice that most of the stories we
run have at least a small, if not
large, amount of political thought
in them.
I'm not certain if the rest of the
student body in this school would
agree with me but too much of a
good thing ruins it, and politics isn't
that great a thing to begin with.
Therefore, I'd like to put in a bid for
a few more good old fashion "the
chicken crossed the street" type of
stories that don't leave you feeling as
if your country is about to fall apart
at the seams.
R. D'Alessandro

(Hopefully the chicken in question
isn't trying to cross at University and
Hazel, or that would be a sad story as
well Ed.)

Board member
defends WLUSU

procedures
In reply to "WLUSU Earns the
Big Goose Egg" by Blaine Connolly
in the October 28th issue of the
Cord. As a current member on the
WLUSU Board of Directors 1 would
like to offer some thoughts on the
process used to pass the Gay Club, it
is interesting that Blaine Connolly is
more concerned about this process
than the actual specifics involved.
The process works like this.
During the annual summer Board
meeting the Campus Clubs

Question of the Week

know what political apathy means.
They chose to run in order to make
YOUR views known in the board
room. That's their bottom line,
working for you, me, us, the student.
School politics isn't fun, it doesn't
have any extrinsic benefits, and it
doesn't pay very well. So why do it,
why bother right?! Wrong! It takes a
pretty selfless person to do a task
that draws more abuse than praise
from the person you work for. To
serve your fellows' interests is noble,
and it takes guts. The least we as a
student body can do is appreciate
this fact and show it through interest
in the process.
By the time this article is printed,
the elections will be over. There will
be winners and losers. And the
biggest loser won't be the unelected
candidate
the losers will be the
students too apathetic to make their
vote count intelligently.

by Basil Healey
Photos by

Chong

Do you know any of the issues that WLUSUis working
on or what should they be working on?

Shari Saunders
3rd Anthropology

Bussing. They should be
working on getting the
students more informed.

—

Coordinator presents an outline of
all the clubs that are seeking club
status and budgetary requirements
for the coming year. Over the years,
the past student unions of WLU
have agreed on a process of selecting
clubs. This process involved
discussing their charters and
objectives. It just so happens that
according to the process which
WLUSU has been using for years
and years, the Gay Club is a
legitimate club on campus. Its
charter is clearly defined in black
and white and its format is well
organized. If all of the clubs could
present organized charters like the
Gay Club then the job of the
Campus Clubs Coordinator would
be much easier. Thus, according to
the process set down by WLUSU
Constitutions the Gay Club is

Chris Conley
3rd Business
WLUSU

should work on

publishing a book that rates
the courses and the profs as
is practice at the University
of Calgary.

Yvonne Salters

legitimate.

4th Business

But Blaine what you're really
upset about is the specifics. These
people are gay and you don't think
they deserve club status. Well, you
know what, I agree with you. If it
was up to my personal opinion (and
the opinions of the board members
and the students themselves), there
probably would never be a gay club
on campus. But the board members
weren't elected to voice their

9

I don't know because I don't
know what WLUSU should
be doing.

personal opinions. They're
supposed to be the voice of the
students. And this board damn well
is. When we granted the Gay Club
status this past summer we were
basing our decision on the guidelines
and principles of the Laurier
Students. It hurt to have to disregard
our personal opinions for a set of
principles that's only written on
paper. But I believe that decision
was correct. Our process is to be fair
and just. We can't just scrap our
principles because people are gay.
We may not believe in the same ideas
they have but they still have rights as
people and as students on the WLU
campus. The board granted them
status not for being gay but because
the students at Laurier are more
concerned about justice and
principles than they are about
prejudices, because the students at
Laurier are concerned to ensure that
each and every one of them is treated
as an equal. The Gays may be
an unpopular, frowned upon group,
but I'll resign from my board
position tomorrow if someone can
prove to me that they shouldn't have
the same rights as either you or me.
Blaine, you're right, not too many
people would have voted in favour
of a Gay Club if they'd had the
chance. But when you get over your
personal bias about the gays, could
we truly and fairly have denied them
club status?
I may not support the Gays, but
I do support WLUSU's conscience
in making the right decision. Blaine,
you aren't concerned with the
process, it's as fair and just as
possible. You are more concerned
with the specifics they're gay and
all the other clubs aren't. Think
about it Blaine. What's more
important, the process or the
specifics'.' 1 think you'll agree.

Alfred

Claude Millette
2nd Social Work

I don't know because I am
on work placement and
don't have much contact
with school
affai rs.

Jim Hall
1st Seminary
They are arguing about bu;
passes and the hours a
Wilfs. They should bi
working on a foot
cooperative for the students
The cost to WLUSl
wouldn't be that great.

Gail Misra
2nd Sociology

They are working on getting
bus passes, otherwise I don't
know.
They should be
working on a student drug
plan.

-
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and us: there seems to be a great information gap between the students
and WI.USU judging by the student response. Just maybe
Steve Patten could let us know what is happening

I
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WLU/UW Profs

preparation of an extensive
background bibliography, an
outline of the basic research to be
undertaken including a listing of
twelve sub-projects to be studied in
conjuction with the 1984conference.

study federalism

by Peter Kelly
involve the preparation of extensive
The Donner Canadian Foundabibliographies, bringing noted
tion of Toronto has awarded a scholars, government officials and
$105,000 grant over three years to experts to deliver seminars at the
establish a centre to study federalism two campuses, the writing of
and its impact on Canada's foreign monographs and research papers,
policy. Researchers from both WLU and finally the staging of two major
and U of W will organize and conferences at the two campuses.
The first of these conferences will
coordinate the centre's activities.
The directors of the centre are Dr. take place at U of W in the spring of
Toivo Miljan, professor of political 1983 and the second will take place
science at WLU and Dr. John at WLU in 1984. Plans for the 1983
English of U of W's history conference are well under way. This
department. Associate directors are conference will deal with culture,
Dr. William Marr of WLU's federalism as well as foreign policy.
Dr. Miljan will be involved in
economics department and Andrew
Cooper of the U of W political extensive preparation for the second
science department.
conference which-will examine the
J he centre has two research issue of energy as a factor in
projects underway at present. The Canadian foreign policy. This
first project will be a study of conference will be staged at WLU in
Canadian cultural diplomacy and
1984. This past summer Dr. Miljan,
federalism. Dr. John Lnglish will with the assistance of two former
direct this particular topic of WLU students. Rick Nigol and Jim
research. This project, as with all Moore, prepared a prospectus on
others undertaken bv the centre, will the topic
which involved the

Among the areas to be researched
are: capital investment in the energy
sector, the National Energy
Program, Petro Canada and the
energy mega-projects to name but a
few. The culmination of this
research will involve the production
of a "policy-oriented" volume to be
written by Dr. Miljan. "The project
should take approximately three
and a half vears to complete

beginning early next year," Miljan

said.
The first public activity of the
centre will take place Fridav Nov. 5,
1982 as the centre in conjuction
with the Political Science
Department of WLU will sponsor
an address by Dan Drummond,
professor of Political Economy at U
of T entitled, "Federalism and the

Canadian policy process".
Drummond is the co-author of a
book entitled Canada since 1945:
Power, Politics and Provincialism.
The discussion will take place in
3-309 and all students and faculty

Photo by Cord Staff

For those who may have missed

are most welcome to attend.

Beaver Foods charged as anti-unionist
Vancouver (CUP) A University of
British Columbia student is taking
Beaver Foods to the B.C. Labour
Relations Board for alleged antiunion activities.
student
Kevin
Anthropology
Annett was working as a dishwasher
a
at
Beaver Foods operated
cafeteria at the Vancouver School of

Theology.

Annett said he was laid off after
trying to unionize staff.
VST is a ÜBC affiliate but is
managed autonomously.
ÜBC
cafeterias are run by the university's
Food services.
Annett was hired full time July 5,
and was promised part-time work
for the following school year. But he
was laid off Aug 6.
Low wages and lack of job
security (the head cook was fired in
July after talking back to the
manager, Annett said) soon
Annett to contact the
and Retail Workers
Union of Canada. A bargaining unit
could be established if four
employees from the cafeteria signed

prompted

service. Office

union cards.
"I signed up three people by the
end of July. I was just on the verge
of getting the fourth when I got laid
off and that intimidated everyone,
Annett said.
The manager cited economic

"

reasons to explain his lay off, but a
replacement was hired two days
later, Annett said.
But Beaver Foods' district
manager said it was "totally untrue"
that Annett was let go because of his
union activities.
"The manager wrote a full report
and didn't say anything about him
being involved in any union
activities," Brian Houlihan said,
adding that special functions during
the summer required additional
labour.
Houlihan was unable to say how
many additional workers were hired

reality that schedule is here!

I 300 VOICE MASS CHOIR M
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this type of thing puts companies in
the position where we're all nervous
about hiring students in case they're
pre-law students," he said.
Houlihan said the approximately
$4 per hour wage difference between
the VST cafeterian and ÜBC food
Services is because Beaver Foods
runs on profit and loss while; Food
Services is subsidized. A dishwasher
at the VST cafeteria earns $4.50 an
hour compared to $8.28 an hour at

Si

WITH

THE KITCHENER-WATERLOO SYMPHONY

ORCHESTRA

Jan Overduin
Conduc,or

identify.
"That particular job is demanding
on a manager because is is a sevenday operation," he said.
Houlihan also denied Annett's
accusation that continuous staff
turnover gave him the most seniority
after one month, calling it "totally
uncalled for".
"We're not a sweatshop... We
certainly aren't anti-union or nonunion," he said.
Beaver Foods has agreements
with 15 separate unions across the
country.
"He (Annett) was hired because
he needed work. What annoys me is

Beaver Foods is based in London.
Ontario, and operates cafeterias in
hospitals, schools and nursing
homes across Canada. They have 30
to
40 operations
in Greater
Vancouver, including Simon Fraser
University, where they are currently
negotiating with local 40 of the
Hotel, Bartenders and Restaurant

I^V^gJp^S'udent

Employees Union.

s and

seniors.

GRAPHIC/MUSE
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The Southern Comfort difference:
great straight, marvellous mixed.
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over the summer and the manager
has since been transferred to another
operation Houlihan wouldn't

The unique taste of Southern Comfort,
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Teaching is still a popular profession
needed to enter these programs vary
amongst schools. At Western, it is
necessary to have completed five full
courses in French in order to classify
it as an intermediate/senior teaching
option. At Queen's University, only
two courses in this category are
required. Similarily, at the
University of Toronto and Queen's,
it is possible to study special
education or another special
qualification course during the
regular school term. At Western,
though, a student must first obtain a
B.Ed, degree. Before submitting an
application, it's important to clarify

these specific requirements.
University calendars as well as
application forms may be obtained
in Placement and Career Services.
It's also essential to submit your
application as soon as possible
December at the latest. Despite the
condition of our economy, faculties

employment upon graduation.
According to Don Galpin,
Supervisor of Educational Services
Admissions at Western, the outlook
is hopeful, especially at the
-

elementary school level. Enrollment
is increasing now that the children of
the baby boom are reaching school
age. The increase can also be

chemical in nature, and is
triggered by the sad foods we

If you're getting
(RNR/CUP)
chunky around the middle, now eat.
His list of sad entrees includes
you can blame it on too much
egg yolks, ripe avacados,
sugar,
sad food.
sour
chocolate,
cream and
Psychiatrist and dietetic
Happy
glutamate.
monosodium
researcher Dr. Stuart Berger
chicken,
turkey,
foods
include
says there are. two kinds of
cheese, bananas, yogurt, brown
foods, happy ones and sad onesrice
and spinach.
the
sad
ones
that
and it's
make
claims that munching
Berger
you fat.
list will lift your
happy
from
the
contends
most
Berger
overeating is caused by spirits and melt away those
unwanted pounds.
depression, which is bio-

OPEN THE DOOR TO A
CAREER

The Canadian Armed Forces is looking foj
university and community college graduates to
serve as commissioned officers in a variety of
challenging technical and professional career
positions with the army, navy or air force.
The Canadian Forces offers you a unique
opportunity to apply your specialized technical
and professional training and to develop your
leadership skills. If you're medically fit and meet
you qualify.
our selection requirements
For more information, visit your nearest
recruiting centre or mail this coupon. You can also
we're in the Yellow Pages under
call collect
Recruiting.

since

teachers

many

I

am

sure

Grasso

that

within

the

experience of every reader of this
article, there can be found at least
one example where something that
you hold dearly in your heart is
taken out of context and misapplied.
The "something" that was abused
was the truth contained in the Old
and New Testaments. The GAYS
OF

WLU

have

circulated

a

pamphlet called "THE INVISIBLE
MINORITY", and my rebuttal
concerns itself with refutting its
major statements made under
Christianity and homosexuality.
1) "No one becomes
They are:
homosexual who is not already so by
nature." 2) That "homosexual acts
between persons who intend a
genuine union in love are not sinful"
and "that it is the relationship that
counts-its honesty, sincerity and
depth of love-and not whether it is
heterosexual or homosexual".
1 hope and would encourage
everyone to read The Invisible
Minority so that you may judge
rightly the words written in this
article. The author of the pamphlet
has implied that he or she believes in
the authority of Scripture, for the
author believes that Scriptures have
been misinterpreted and that they
actually condone homosexual
activity as long as there is genuine
This is only a logical
love.
confusion, for no one would argue
for TRUTH from a source that one
believes is false and unreliable. It is
with this presupposition that the
above two points can be examined.
Before the Lord converted me, the
biggest sins in my lite were those ol

=

This pattern of behaviour continued

until it became difficult for me to
distinguish between reality and the
lies I had constructed. Before long, a
fixed pattern developed, and once
having become a habit, lying became
a way of life for me.
Scripture puts the sins of lying
(deceit) and homosexuality
(adultery) side by side in Romans
1:18-32 and 1 Corinthians 6:9, 10. If
one is a homosexual by nature and
one can be a Christian homosexual
then 1 could have remained a liar,
called myself a Christian liarand ask
my friends to bear with something I
cannot help but do so by nature. But
what I have tried to do is prove by
my own experience what Scripture
already attested to, that my lying is
different than homosexual
no
activity and that both lifestyles
demand change.

In Romans 1:26 homosexuality is
declared to be Para Phusin
(against nature), and in verse 27, it is
called an "error", and in verse 32
declares both it and lying "worthy of
death". In all of Scripture there is
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more than
adulterer

one

is a

Cosmo is the President of Laurier
Chrisrian Fellow ship
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ounce of

U Yukon Jackwith 1 ounce

of coffee liqueur Add a
splash of soda, pour over ice
and you'll have lassoed the
Wolf Bite.To heat the bite,
substitute coffeefor soda.
Inspired in the wild, midst
the damnably cold, this,
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liquors, is Yukon Jack.
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liar or an

constitutionally.
Homosexuality is not a condition in
Scripture, but an act. It is viewed as
a sinful practice which can become a
way of life. If seen as sin. then there
is hope for the homosexual, and the
liar, and the adulterer, for sins can
be forgiven, conditions cannot.

!

|

I

Mathew's gospel.
In concluding I would hope that
my purpose has been clear to the
That is. one is not a
reader.
homosexual constitutionally any

I'm interested in hearing more about a career opportunity as an
officer in the Canadian Forces. Please send me information.

I
|

only one God-given solution to the
problem of sexual desire. "It is
better to marry than to burn" (Cor.
7:9). Old sinful patterns must be
broken and replaced by new goldy
ones, as in the case for my own sin.
The basic goals, ways and means for
counselling homosexuals are found
in 1 Corinthians 7, Cf. also Genesis
19:1-10, Leviticus 18:22, Judges
19:22-26:20:13, 1 Corinthians 6:9, 1
Timothy 1:10.
The second point
is that
homosexual activity is not sinful if
there is geniune desire to love in the
same
heterosexual
way as a
marriage. There will be no need to
be lengthy on this issue, the
Scriptures seem to be clear. Not
only does Scripture condemn the act
but also the desire.
It fails to
distinguish the one from the otheras
acceptable. Paul described the sin of
homosexuality as including both the
desire ("lusting after", "desire")and
the act (Romans 1:27), just as Jesus
Christ
described adultery and
murder in the sth chapter of

Ihe won Bite.

/y\
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of tomorrow.

_____
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now

dishonesty, deceitfulness, and allout lying. My mind was so sharp in
those days, for I had to know which
lies I told to which peopde. I would
tell some people that I was an
alcoholic, some that I was battered,
and others that 1 was seriously ill,
etc., etc. The point here is that in my
search for attention and real
friendship, I found that a small lie
would obtain for me some of that
attention 1 longed for. But as always
is the case, more attention
demanded bigger and better lies.

.

THE CANADIAN
ARMED FORCES

Canadian Forces Recruiting Centre
29 Duke Street East Kixcnener, Ont. N2H IA2

are

reaching retirement status. Chances
of finding employment are
particularly good in the areas of
business, French and music. Male
in the
students enrolled
primary/junior program are also in
favourable positions. In terms of
statistics, 70% of all Nipissing's 1981
teacher graduates secured teaching
positions. Queen's boasts an
employment rate of 80% for its 1981
graduates. (50% of these teachers
found full-time employment in
Ontario.) As the figures indicate,
there are positions available to those
who are
willing to relocate.
The information provided at the
was primarily
two sessions

concerned with admission
requirements. For those wishing
additional information about the
actual teaching profession and
hiring process, a sequel career
session will take place Nov. 9 from
11:30 -1:00 in room P-3067. "Careers
in Teaching" will cover the various
ways in which a student can increase
his/her chances of getting a job.
Participating in this workshop will
be a teacher, principal, personnel
supervisor and member ot tne
Ontario Secondary School
Teachers' Federation. The degree of
interest expressed in this workshop
as well as the two sessions last week,
indicates that students are preparing
ahead for their future careers. It's
encouraging to know that many
faces here at Laurier will find
employment teaching the students

YUKON JACKATTACX 2
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attributed to Bill '82 which has made
access to education compulsory for
every child. Furthermore, the job
market is experiencing openings

VIEWPOINT
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Sad Foods Feed Fat

There's No Life Like It

of education throughout Ontario
haven't experienced a significant
decrease in the number of
applications received. Instead, it
seems that universities have been
unable to accommodate the high
proportion of applicants in the past
few years. Students can be
comforted by the fact that most
universities will not decrease
enrollment figures for the next year.
Understandably, those who
attended the sessions were curious as
to the likelihood of finding

!

-

The University ol

Nipissing doesn't oiler the last ot
these three programs. A student
who elects to take the junior/
intermediate program, for example,
is entitled to teach grade 4 through
The requirements
to grade 10.

j

promote their particular programs
and dispel the rumor that there are
no teaching jobs.
As outlined in the sessions, the
method of applying to a B.Ed,
program is very straightforward.
After obtaining an application,
students simply fill in the necessary
data, select three colleges in order of
preference and then forward the
form to the Ontario Application
Centre in Guelph. Simple enough?
The difficulty lies in deciding which
program to pursue and which
university to attend.
Though they differ in the number
and types of courses offered, most
faculties of education share the basic
three programs of study:
primary/junior, and inter-

mediate/senior.

|

by Maureen Hillier
every considered
Have you
teacher?
Judging from
becoming a
at
the
two Faculty
the large turn-out
last
week, the
Sessions
of Education
the
minds
has
crossed
of
thought
students.
Over
a
Laurier
many
for
candidates
prospective
hundred
the teaching profession were present
to listen to university representatives
explain application procedures,

{
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The Black Sheep of Canadian Liquors.
Concocted with fine Canadian Whisky.
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The National
Entire programs
slashed at UPEI
CHARLOTTETOWN (CUP)-No
chemistry, no political studies, no
mathematics, no music.
It was recommendations like that
in a report calling for a total
restructuring of the University of
Prince Edward Island that shocked
students and faculty into action.
The report was prepared this
summer by a four-member
committee appointed by UPEI
president Peter Meincke to study
how the university should cope with
looming cutbacks. It was presented
to Senate Oct. 14, and urged the
university to:
�eliminate 11 arts and science
majors, such as chemistry, political
science and math
�eliminate the degree program in
music, which it dubbed a "noble
experiment that failed"
*move away from the liberal arts
tradition towards professional
programs in business administration, engineering and computer
science
The Senate overwhelmingly
rejected the report and appointed a
new committee to study the matter.
The release of the report Oct. 4
surprised and outraged many
students and faculty.
"'lf this goes through, in ten years
we will have no university," said
classics professor John Quincy.
"The authors of this report
haven't a clue what a university is
supposed to stand for," said
political studies professor David
Milne.
Three

days after

the report's

release, 250 of the university's 1600
students gathered in an assembly to
protest it.
Some students predicted there
would be an exodus of students from
PEI so students could study what
they wanted.
"We won't be studying here next
year if it goes through," said a firstyear student. "We want UPEI to be

what we chose it to be."
Faculty and students were angry
at the lack of consultation by the
committee.
Economics professor Gary
Webster said most students and
faculty were away when the
committee was formed in May: "The
administration chose the deadwater
time of year."
The faculty association refused to
recognize the committee because it
received its mandate from the
president rather than the Senate. No
faculty members sat on it, and most
of those who attended the public
meetings this summer were nonacademic staff.
The committee only met with six
student representatives for one twohour session. Neither students nor
faculty in the music department
were told of the committee's
existence.
Music students said the
committee was misguided when it
recommended scrapping their
program. Music graduate Wayne
Dunsford said there is a 100 percent
rate of employment in degreerelated jobs among music graduates
and the federal National Job Bank
lists about 25 vacancies requiring
music degrees.
Meanwhile, Meincke said the
university lost valuable time by
rejecting the report out of hand. He
said UPEI did not face a major

funding cut this year, but future

federal transfer payments are so
uncertain it must plan for future
cuts.

Meincke said he was not surprised
at the reaction to the report. "It is a
very emotional thing to even
consider phasing out a program."

Boycott called
against

MacDonald's
WINNIPEG (CUP)—Canadians are
being asked to think twice before
sinking their teeth into a
McDonald's hamburger.
The Union
of Bakery,
Confectionary and Tobacco
Workers are outraged by the
hamburger chain's recent decision
to import American hamburger
buns rather than use buns baked in
Canada.
The union is calling for a public
boycott of McDonald's to try to save
83 bakery jobs that will be lost as a
result of the switch in buns.
Union representative
Herbert
Marx said the effect of the decision
will be devastating to western grain
farmers and related industries.
In a letter to Senator Hazen
Argue, minister responsible for the
Canadian Wheat Board, the union
denounced the board's decision to
allow the imports as "irresponsible,
immoral and deplorable."
Argue defended the decision,
saying Canada now has a trade
surplus in baked goods with the U.S.
He feared any move to stop the
imports could lead to an American
retaliation against Canadian

McDonald's has a moral obligation
"to contribute something to the
people and the economy of Canada
in return for the support of the
Canadian people...which has been
the basis of McDonald's financial
success in Canada."
Marx said the reason McDonald's
offered for the change was
dissatisfaction with the Canadian
buns made by McGavin Foods. But
Marx thinks the real reason is cost.
"If you're dissatisfied with the
products, fine. Take your business
elsewhere. But why would
McDonald's want to buy from the
U.S. when there are local
alternatives? It's cheaper, that's

Wendy's, Burger Ki ne an
Kentucky Fried Chicken aH
their baked goods f
rom | oca
bakeries," he said.
Jack Pedet, McDonald's
general
manager for Manitoba,
refused
comment on the decision or
on anvy
union statements.
The union is distributing
leaflets
outside the fast-food outlets
increase awareness of the boycott to
"The issue here is not
whether the
buns are union-made but
that thev
are not being made in
Canada"
Marx said. "McGavin
was
producing 25,000 dozen buns
p er
week for McDonald's and the
loss
of
this business is a serious
blow
to
them. The baking industry is already
depressed, and the Wheat
Board's
decision...makes a mockery of the
federal government's promise 0
t
create jobs in Canada."
true.
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why."
He said McDonald's claimed all
other American fast-food chains in
Western Canada buy their buns

from the U.S. "This is simply not

JOBS FOR STUDENTS

"STUDENTS WANTED
For door to door Fund
Raising Program on behalf
of Disabled Sports in Ontario.

$7.00/hour

&

bonus

Call 1-800-268-6338
(toll free)

products.

However,

the

union

said
■mmmmwm

What do you want at the

TURRET?
What year are you in?^^
How often each month do you go to the Turret?
Rate you preferrance of "pub nights" from Ito 3 with 1 meaning most preferred
__

Would

you normally prefer a band or the SAM Board D.J.?

Thursday
Friday
Saturday

_

_

Band.^
D.J.

What nights would you like to see bands? Thursday
Friday
Saturday

—

In general, how would you rate the choice of bands this year?

P?
fair

—

good

Are Bands advertised well enough in advance?

yeSi^—

no

_

Considering that ticket prices are set to cover the cost of bands what ticket price ranges are you willing
to pay?

$2.00

$2.00-$4.00

$4.00-$6.00

overs6.oo

The following are some regularly available bands. Please circle any you would like to see in the Turret.
Valentino
Glidci"
Grotty Beats
Platnum Blonde

Harbinger
Santers
Performer
Back Doors

Bopcats
Teenage Head
Spoons
White frost

Please Deposit

Blue Peter
Crimes of Passion
Good Brothers
Biko

Lisa Dal Bello
Doug and the Slugs
Headpins
Ray Materick

Nash the Slash
Payolas
Powder Blues

Blushing Brides
Terry Crawford

Red Rider

in Survey Box in the Concourse.
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ENTERTAINMENT
Solo barrier broken in Hardy's dixieland
by Mary Clendenning
Salada Tea and Hagood Hardy.
One would not normally associate
the two together, but if it wasn't for
the former, Hagood Hardy may not
have the well-known name in
popular music field that he enjoys
today. When Hardy wrote a verv
unassuming little jingle for the
background of a Salada Tea
commercial back in 1975, he never
dreamed that it would catch on-so
well that the Kellogg-Salada
Company would persuade him to
expand the tune. In 1975, Hardy
recorded the finished version,
entitled "The Homecoming", which
gave him a prominent nlace in the
Canadain, popular music industry.
Hagood Hardy has made many
changes and progressions since
1975. Last Friday night, at the
Centre in the Square, Hardy
reminded all of us who believed that
dreamy elevator-music was his forte,
that it was actually contemporary
jazz which originally got him into
the music business. From the first
bar of Earth, Wind and Fire's
"Star", the opening number, the
audience knew that it was going to
be an upbeat evening.
Accompanying Hardy, who
played piano, xylophone, and
percussion, was a rhythm section
consisting of a lead guitar, bass
guitar, keyboards, drums and three
back-up singers. What really made
the evening special were the "four
old friends" which Hardy had
invited to help him out with some of
the more Dixieland jazz numbers.
On tenor sax and flute was Eugene
Amaro, flugelhorn and trumpet
were played by Guido Basso, taking
valve-trombone was Rob
McConnell, and on albo-sax was
Jerry Toth. With such numbers as
"Sonny's Ragtime" and their salute
to bandleaders such as Duke
Ellington and Fats Waller, Hardy

and friends had the mostly middleaged audience snapping fingers,
tapping toes and showing why this
type of rhythmic music was the basis
for the rock and roll of today.
Hardy,himself was obviously caught
up in the mood as he jokingly
commented, "This is very different
from my past concerts-bv this time
before. I had usually put myself to
sleep."
For one of his original pieces,
"Stay For Awhile", Hardy even
dared to sing.
Luckily, Hardy
makes his living by composing and
arranging as he was quite right when
he said, "The only two people I can
sing better than are Herb Albert and
Burt Bacharach."
Special guest for the evening was
Anne Marie Moss who Hardy had
met in Hamilton, in the fifties when
they were both starting out their
careers in small nightspots. She is
now a well established performer
living in New York City and about
to begin a tour of Holland. Miss
Moss'music was a great contrast to
what had come before. Her opening
number "I'm Old Fashioned," was
well accepted but with
such
unknown pieces that followed such
as "It Isn't So Good It Couldn't Get
Better, It Isn't So Bad It Could Be
Worse" and "Baltimore Oriole" she
slowly began to lose her audience.
Unfortunately, when she
commented on how nice it was to be
performing back home in Toronto
tonight she made the loss complete.
The evening with Hagood Hardy
would have been much moresuccessful
if the evening had
consisted more of Hagood Hardy. If
what we did hear of Hardy, though,
is a sample of what is to come when
he returns to Centre in the Square in
January for a more solo

by Carl Clutchey

It is indeed an understatement

to

j

creative evening.

Canadian Sax Trio
has spunk
intimate and
A very
comfortable top floor of the Music
Room make for a pleasant setting in
which the Canadian Saxophone
Trio performed last Friday evening.

b i ned numerous talents at his latest K-W performance

performance. Local jazz enthusiasts
are in for a very professional and

the members of the
Canadian Saxophone Trio played
well. They have done a remarkable
job in adapting the rather
spunk v sounds of the saxophone to
say

that

traditional peices of music which
were never intended to include that
instrument. As member spokesman
Marino Pullen pointed out, the
saxophone simply did not exist at
the time of the writing of many of
the numbers included in their
program. One composer, Baldi
Zenonii, apparently dated as tar
back as the sixteenth century. One of
the most beautiful tunes was
Chopin's Prelude in B, and this
delightful transposition was wellreceived by the keenly-interested

audience.
The Canadian Saxophone Trio
also featured the flute in
combination with two saxophones;
this was a most pleasant creation as
the mysterious, light sounds of the
flute were contrasted by Douglas
Pull en's clear tonguing that
provided an inviting rhythm.
When all three members played
their clarinets, the selected Mozart
piece was not one which displayed
incredible range, but required
tremendous intricacy on the part of
the

musicians' finger

work. The

which their fingers leapt
speed
from one signature to another was
at

astonishing.
Between

left to right: Doug Pullen, Marino Galluzzo. John Price

numbers

some

whispered that there was too much
sound for the size of the room. To a
degree, this was true; the saxophone
is a powerful instrument, and a
s.light reverberation could be
detected, but only occasionally.
Overall,
the performance
was
flawless, and the Canadian
Saxophone Trio's return to this area
should be eagerly looked forward to
by all who attended.

Tempest commands
spectacular scenery
by Nancy

Damude

A combination of excellent acting
and spectacular costuming made the
1982 production of The Tempest at
the Stratford Festival a fantastic
one.
At

a

special performance,
Thursday October 28, which will be
televised later this year on CBC, I
able to see
was
this lavish
extravaganza of which its author,
William Shakespeare would have
been proud.
Set on a magical island the story
deals with Prospero, Duke of Milan
who, twelve years earlier had been
usurped by his brother and forced to
flee with his daughter Miranda.
Shipwrecked by a storm on the
magical isle, Prospero learns white
magic and how to control the
inhabitants--most notably the
monster Caliban and a nymph called
Ariel. The play opens with another
storm
which brings Prospero's
enemies to this island where he
hopes to gain revenge. Instead, his
daughter falls in love with the King's
son Ferdinand and by the end of the
evening Prospero learns to forgive
the King and his brother.
Actor Len Cariou, (who most of
us will remember from Alan Alda's
"Four Seasons"), was brilliant in the
lead of Prospero. His commanding
voice and stature dominated every
scene and it was easy to associate
him with the powerful magician for
he held not only the island but the

audience in his spell.
Both the costuming and actions of
lan Deakin as Ariel and Miles Potter
as the monster Caliban leant much
to this production of the play.
Dressed in green tights and leotard
covered in sparkles and sporting
green hair, Deakin flitted in and out
of each scene as if by magic. His
spectacular entrance
near
the
beginning of Act II was one of the
highlights of the play. Sitting on top
of a large, glowing, crystal ball and
sprouting a pair of ten foot long
silver wings, he burst through the
balcony doors in a cloud of mist to

issue a formidable warning to
Prospero's enemies below.
Potter was covered in greenishbrown scales and matted grey hair
and was so hideous as the monster
Caliban that the whole audience
shuddered when he entered from a
trap door in Scene I. He writhed
around the stage, lunging out at
Prospero and hollering fiercely and
was the perfect monster.
The two clowns of the play,
Stephano, (Nicholas Pennell) and
Trinculo, (John Jarvis) were also
exceptionally good, first at
providing comic relief and then at
demonstrating one of the main
themes of the play—the corrupting
of power.
As the play
progressed they became less
humorous and quite frightening as
they joined with Caliban in
cont'd on page 10,
nature
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Who could it be, but Men at Work
by Dave Bradshaw
On Tuesday October 26 the
Australian band "Men at Work"
played to a sold out house at
Kitchener's Center in the Square,
during their debut North American
tour.

Opening the concert was another
Australian band, "Mental as
Anything"; this band set a lighthearted atmosphere which
corresponded closely to the band's
name. Although the band did
present its own style of upbeat 50's
type music, with a more modern pop
sound, they in no way took any of
the attention away from the night's
feature attraction.
"Men at Work" has only been in
existence for a few years, and is
beginning to take a hold ot a large
portion of the North American pop
music scene.
Their debut single "Who can it be
now" and album "Business as
usual" are becoming more and more

familiar to and enjoyed
Canadians and Americans.

by

1 he five man band consisting of
members Colin Hay (lead vocals and
guitar), Ron Strykert (lead guitar
and vocals), Jerry Speiser (drums),
Greg Ham (sax, flute, keyboards
and vocals), and John Rees (bass
and vocals), produces a unique
sound, characterized by the heavily-

accented and electronically echoed
voice of lead singer Colin Hay. This
unique sound has two very
deliberate overriding factors: one,
the humor of the band which is
predominant in their music and their
stage antics; the other factor is the
positive nature of the songs or as the
band says,
'Men at Work' songs
don't push negative values."

On stage they appear to be
enjoying what they are doing:
having fun doing what they like to
do playing for an audience and
being just a little crazy. This is a nice
change from the sometimes
overdone acrobatics of some bands,
or the opposite, bands that execute
their music flawlessly but with all the
physical mobility of a philharmonic
orchestra.
The men appear to be slightly
caught up in their newly found
success and they have every right to
be. Within weeks of releasing their
first single in May '81, "Who can it
be now?" had reached second place
-

on the charts and remained there lor
weeks. Their second single
"Down Under" was number one in
Australia and remained there for six
weeks another certified gold single.

the band was
constantly joking with the audience,
encouraging them to get out of their
seats, lose their inhibitions and
enjoy.
concert

-

Their first album was top of the
charts for ten weeks, certified Triple
Platinum, and the same occured in

by Laura May

Looking at the album cover, a

guitar silouetted in the sunset, and
the title of this album, "Crusade", I
thought this was going to be a new
religious album. But the New
Adventure's third effort is an
excellent example of heavy metal.
My fears over listening to this
album vanished with the song "Own
Made Rules," an upbeat dancing
tune.

Although

this

band

was

acclaimed the best rock'n roll band
in 1980 by IMQB Album Report,
they have an inconsistent musical

cont'd from page 9

Richard, and Chuck Berry were but
on a hard rock'n roll blues based
level. Because of their sell-out
concerts and Top 30 hits on
European chards, their entry into
the North American market should
be fairly easy. But their success and
emulation will solidify only upon
acceptance by North American hard
rock fans.
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times at "The Hero".

All in all. director John Hirsch
and designer Desmond
Heelev
should be commended for putting
together a tremendous production
of this Shakespearean favourite.

John C. Routley,
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Center in the Square, an admirable
forum for any civilized entertainment.
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Worthy of mention should be
the
excellent acoustics and comfortable
surroundings provided by the
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competence, especially
evident i n
the solos of the sax player,
Greg
Ham. Clean, catchy and bright
tunes
make "Men at Work" a group easy
to listen to and even easier to

—^V»

1

e^

quarters of the show. Also played
were some cuts from a second album
the group is working on for release

Having a very full sound, the
band
plenty of instrumental

displays

lost.

/

*

properties of 1982.
The band played most of the
material off their album, much to
the pleasure of the capacity crowd
that stood and danced for three

attempt to murder Prospero.
Sharrv Flett as Miranda, and Jim
Mezon as Ferdinand were good as
the two lovers although they often
took second place on stage to the
powerful Prospero or to the antics ol
Ariel and Caliban.
It was unfortunate that because
the evening's performance was being
taped for television much of the
music which is so important to this
play had already been pre-recorded
and so some of the overall effect was

fast moving album.
New Adventures consists of a trio
tron Holland who have been
together since 1978 and have
accumulated a strong following in
their native land, Germany and
France. Their dream is to be
emulated like the Beatles, Little

style.
The first side of the album shows a
definite rock'n roll type of basic toe
tapping music. The second side is a
slower beat blues music. "In the
Dark" is a beautiful song about how
to handle loneliness when a lover
leaves; it just doesn't fit with this

New Zealand. Playing to crowds
completely sold out in advance, the
band is now one of the hottest

Take a friend
some laughs

Tempest

Catchin' a Flipside
Crusade by New Adventures

"Solid gold"

five

"
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-
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On your mind
What have you been doing the last
couple of days? There's a good
chance that you've spent some time
outside, taking advantage of the
cloudy but very warm weather. Yes,
it has been an enjoyable experience
living within the eye of the storm for
awhile. When you stroll home from
another series of rousing (choke)
lectures, think of the incredibly cold,
nose-biting wind, sleet and snow
that is just around the corner.
Contemplate those agonizing
Tuesday mornings, when it is so
frosty -that your hair turns white,
and it is actually a relief to make it to
school. Remember this, and really
keep it in mind for a long time.
So, the next time you are walking
in the warm Indian Summer air, take

1/

Performer plays well for few

notice of the little things, that you
would on any other occasion cast off
as being unimportant or generally
insignificant. Make a point of
watching a squirrel in his regular
routine for instance. Study his
action with care, never letting him
out of your sight follow him up the
tree if you must for you may never
see him until next year. When you've
finished that, you may wish to
philosophically contemplate the
dirty water dripping from the gutter.
This could clear your mind, but it
may also cause you to forget about
the squirrel so try to balance these
joyful experiences, and bid farewell
to this season readying yourself with
the onslaught of winter's dreary
-

-

-

days.
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by Kevin Reilly
The band "Performer" arrived at
the Turret Thursday night hoping to

find a rowdy rock and roll crowd.
But they found only thirty or so
people who had no exams to study
for and therefore nothing better to
do. The scheduling of mid-terms
and a pub band similtaneously took
its toll on the show. Not even the
attraction of a live band could
distract our studious population,
too bad.
The show was very
entertaining and the band played
with a great deal of enthusiasm.
"Performer" really sold their
rock and roll. They played clean,
tight music, and their good
assortment of tunes made the people
forget about the lack of social
interaction and allowed them to
enjoy the sound. Their Rolling
Stones set was great. They ranged
from the classical "Gimme Shelter"
to the contemporary "Start Me Up".
The sound in the Turret without a
big crowd certainly changes. When
the band started out, they had not
expected such a small crowd and
therefore the volume was high.
Once they realized that the pub
would not be filled, they toned down
the sound to get rid of the cavernous
echo which surrounded them. With
the lower volume, the sound became •
clearer and they were able to play the
music without distortion. It was
great that they realized that loud
volume doesn't mix with high
quality and not a necessary
prerequisite for good rock and roll.
Maybe in the future those people
responsible for booking the Turret
Bands (WLUSU) will take into

the mid-term schedules.
Surely many more people would
have showed if not for their
priorities with school.
A little
foresight in planning may help.
account
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Photo by Fred Taylor
"Performer" lacked a full-house

last Thursday

A Hallowe'en treat
by Heather Berry
Energy flowed from the stage,
squeals of laughter rang through the
air and adults chuckled in spite of
themselves. Why? Bob Schneider
was performing a Hallowe'en treat
for a costume-clad audience of
young ghosts, goblins and cowboys.
This energetic young man
performed in a musical concert at
Centre in the Square, Saturday
October 30th.
Schneider and his four piece band
treated children and adults alike to a
variety of lively songs and soft
ballads. In no time at all, children,
and yes, even mature
parents
university students were caught up
in the fun and could be seen waving.

singing, jumping and squirming.
Performing on stage with
Schneider was a group of youngsters
from a local public school. These
energetic young kids, from grades
one to six did a super job of imitating
programed computer, musical
instruments and scary monsters.
Schneider's songs revolve around
such tangible topics as secrets,
grand-parents and rain. His music
composed of lively tempos or
flowing melodys, are irrisistable not
just to the very young, but also to
much bigger kids.
The happy faces and unsurpressed
giggles were sure signs that the

afternoon was a great success for
evervone!

IKENT HOTEL"
59 King St. N.
Waterloo
886-3350
Tues-Thurs-Sat

4 Slice 2 Item
P/ZZ4 $2.00
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FAMOUS

Style
The best way is with your very owwjcelandic Lopi sweater! It's warm; it's
wearable; and it's easy to knit!
!f
Marjorie's Yarns (3 Crafts Ltd. is making available to you -by mail all you
| need to knit one of these beautiful sweaters for yourself. And the price is only
$30 (plus $2 postage £7 handling).
■
Each kit contains six skeins of Icelandic wool of the main colour of your
choice,
one skein each of two harmonizing coulours (8 in total), and a pattern
I
| for a pullover or cardigan in sizes up to men's Large.
The «earthy» shades from which you may select your main colour are:
□ Natural DBrown DCharcoal DGreen Heather DBlue Heather
QBeige
DGrey
DCranberry
DGreen
DBlue
Also available is a Needle Kit, containing all the needles you require to create
I the seamless fashion that Icelandic sweaters are known for. This kit contains
I two sizes of circular needles and two sizes of sets of 4 needles all in the sizes
■ required for your pattern.
Order your kits(s) now and how about one for a friend?

New York
Chicken Wings
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Marine's Yarns U Crafts Ltd.

329 Main Street
Yarmouth, N.S. DSA IES
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Ifo be... to be...
Nov 10 The Tamaie Society is
having its premier Business Forum
of the year. Stratton Associates will
be on campus to talk with Laurier
students about Career Planning.
The presentation will be from 6 to
8pm in room PI025.

THE CANADIAN

CAMPUS MINISTRY AT WLU

-

CROSSWORD

Sunday November 7
Holy Communion is celebrated
every Sunday at 11:00 am in Keffer
Chapel, Waterloo Lutheran
Seminary, corner of Albert and
Bricker. Sponsored by Lutheran
Campus Ministry.

Friday Nov. 12-Tamiae Car-Pub
Rally. Sign up in the Concourse
from Nov. 8-12.

ACROSS

12 With 18 down,
Quebec
licence plate
Insignia

1 Eskimo house

A
6 Prices
9 S.W. Sask.

TV network

vll I age

Sunday November 7
The Lutheran Student Movement
is having a Chaborah meal from 6:30
9:30 pm. This is taking place in the
lower seminary lounge of Waterloo
.
•

10 Reveallng
11 The last

l<t

.

and
,

Career
„

Services
„

i
r.
i
November
Tuesday, vt
9. 11:30
j

-T-

.

™

Kennedy

15 Strlng

1:00

I stand

16 With 19 across
and A down, Alta.
llcence plate

CAREERS IN TEACHING
PRESENTATION
A school board representative, a
Teacher's Federation representative, a principal, and a teacher will
be on hand to discuss various
aspects of the teaching profession.

32 Thing that

doesn't work

33 Sorrowful
poem

t S. American

The Lutheran Student Movement

Indians

is havmg a Blb , e study frQm 2;3()
3;30 pm at 177 Albert
at the
corner of Seagram
.

2 Frees

3 Ontario
Indians

I) See

Wednesday November 10

a mountain

7 011
8 Droop
13 Concluded or
terminated

I 1 Canada
geese, e.g.
)

17 Rash
18 See 12
across
21 Unshaven
22 Stripped,
follage e.g.

16

Hit, or
p I eketed

26 Engine,

of auto e.g.

28 All, or
each

29 Inquire

across

Holy Communion 10:00 pm in
Keffer Chapel, Waterloo Lutheran
Seminary, sponsored by Lutheran
Campus Ministry. If you enjoy
singing, come at 9:30 pm and sing
your heart out!

-

soldiers

24

DOWN
_

Thursday, November 11, 11:30
1:00 p.m. P3067
SUMMER '83 JOB SEARCH
PRESENTATION
Plan your summer job search now.
Find out how to begin.

THE CANADIAN CROSSWORD #86
COAST TO COAST NEWS SERVICES INC.

c.1982

Friday November 12
Open house at Lutheran Chaplain
Paul Bosch's home. Drop by for a
CU P
c °ffee or tea beginning
7:30pm.

j2

Free band concert at Laurier
A band concert, featuring 80 top
music-makers from Waterloo
County Board of Education schools
will be held at 7:30 p.m. in the
theatre auditorium at Wilfrid
Laurier University. The free concert
climaxes the Laurier music faculty's
two-day band workshop.

Laurier Catholic Community invites
V ou to a cold su PP er and gathering
Ca ™P" s
on ° ur Mlsslon
Seminary Lounge from 5.30 to .00
November 4. For more information
contact Kath y Zettd ext ' 240 '
...

°"

First Integral Cycle of
Beethoven's Quartets in K-W Area
by Purcell String Quartet.
6< 00
Pm !
19, 20 (8:00pm); and 21 (2:30pm).
Conrad Grebel College Chapel.
Price: $33 per series ($22
student/senior); $8 for single( $5
student/semor); and any 3 for $18

f T^!^n

vl 1 lage

29 Amazed
30 Racket
31 CTV
newscaster

Tuesday
1 uesday November
November 9

.....

j^ ov

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

27 Quebec

<•

fellowshi v

p.m., P3067

6 Ascends, as

toy

Lutheran Seminary, corner ol
Albert and Bricker. Come to meet
friends and to share in our

™

-

c

i

T

5 Mounted

23 Lassoed
25 Indonesian

-

D1 ■
Placement
presen s.

13 See 16 across
20 Abbreviation,
meaning In the
same book

"V™

Tamiae presents 2nd Year Party,
Friday Nov. 19th.
Annual Camnus Centre
A
Crafts Fair

:

»«

N
n
Thnrs Fri "sat
Campus Centre
-

($13 student/senior).
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Typing Professionally Done
Reasonable Rates

Satisfaction Guaranteed!
Call: Diane 576-1284

Thanks to all those who supported
me at the Polls. Special thanks to my
campaign manager B. Brown.
'

Murray MacAulay
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\
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>
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C
Z
IBM

"EXPERIENCED TYPIST.
ELECTRIC TYPEWRITER.
REASONABLE RATES. WILL
PICK UP AND DELIVER. 7441063"

T

Mixed Metaphor of the week:
"Your house is burning too if we're
not in the same boat together."

So you've finally got your date for
Gays of WL U Coffeehouse:
that very special evening Thursday,
Thursday 8-11:00 pm in the Histroy
November 25, 1982
when Lounge, Rm 4-301, Central
OFFCAM presents its 1982 Teac hing Building.
CHRISTMAS FORMAL at the
Transylvania Club. Good!! Now it's
time to start worrying about what
you're going to wear. Girls you've
probably got the dress in mind all
ready. If you don't, you'd better
hurry. There, are onlv four
uu wctMicii
u
weeks left
r*
.t ■
■
Campus Clubs:
this
is your space.
to buy the dress of your dreams and
jr
Use
-

[T]
Cute knees Richard!!

To the bride and groom:
May happiness be yours forever.

Campus Clubs

C/3

WANT TO TALK TO SOMEONE
GAY ABOUT BEING GAY?
PHONE GAY LIBERATION OF
884-4569, 7-10pm
WATERLOO
WEEKDAYS

£

_j

2
tn

"

-

—

'

'

,

C/3
£

Hi, Mom!

Happy Birthday!
love,

-

J.G.K.

issvTpqgijissvTDNacraiJissvTD

,

„

all...those..accessories. Guys

-

start

checking out that suit just in case it
has to be drycleaned. And don't
forget shoes! Nikes look tacky on
the dance floor!!

)
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POETICS
a poet made from the city

he moved to the city
became a poet

&

Untitled
Don't go about
the things in the past
I'm not responsible for
anything except you

he starved his body
fed his mind
and

From now on,
if we're going to talk,
refrain trom your
I

want

to

take

my

with you—but really,
the
trip down memory
is too far to walk.

he roamed the streets
but the excitement was fake

me.

there was no freedom
he was a joke

pain.

he decided to leave...

time
lane

Allan Moore

Joe! Barcake

Familiar Impressions
sit here watching our lives unfold
resisting the release of a heavy sigh.
We continue practising to be old.
We

Tired faces, bearing sluggish anticipation, should be bold.
But they contemplate the simple urge to ask why.
We sit here watching our lives unfold.
Branching out as far as the first twig, temporarily sold
on buying time, seeing us through and, while time goes by,
we continue practising to be old.
restraining the impulse to take action-or so we've been told,
it is easier to ponder cloudy billows in the sky.
We sit here watching our lives unfold.
Reluctant learned man shudders in the cold,
as feigned wings of paper make it difficult to fly.
We continue practising to be old.
Right decisions lead to nickel, silver, then gold.
Yet we toss pennies at opportunities and never try.
We sit here watching our lives unfold.
We continue practising to be old.

Carl

Clutchey

Empathy for Martin

"MAKE HER SHUT UP! MAKE HER SHUT UP!"
You poor, long suffering, whimpering pup.

princess street by night

That lady must be tearing huge holes in your sanity,
ambling onward with no trace of humanity.
shamelessly abusing the best hours of your day,

little...

isn't it sad.
Causing a strong mind such as yours to crack and go mad'

aged men congregate
at the corner of princess & Wellington
while second storey ballerinas

dream of perfect performances

as the south bound lights

conspire to carry them to the sky...
Allan Moore

Endless droning inducing stupor, cerebral constipation
leaving your nerves badly in need of sedation.
Listen carefully to the nausea you pretend to be ignoring.
Broaden your horizons with new definitions of boring,
days spring from minutes, weeks out of hours,
life wiltine like blossoms on freshly picked flowers.

Resist all you can, fight back as you may,
you'll succumb to sheer jabberwock anyway.
Make her shut up? Oh, to do it and save you from ne
but I fear the horror has turned me into jello as well.

Mike Stralhdee
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SPORTS
First loss

of

1982

Hawks ousted in rain by Blues
by Dave Bradshaw
A proud team lost its first match
of 1982 on Sunday. Although their

season ended, they maintained their
pride that carried them to the
O.U.A.A. finals.
j On Thursday October 28th the
soccer Hawks beat Carleton 2-0 to
advance to the Ontario finals against
the University of Toronto Blues.
The final game was disappointing
for the Hawks as the University of
Toronto squad came out on top, 2-1,
to remain the only undefeated team
in the O.U.A.A. They were also the
champions.
In the Carleton game Mark
(Super Sub) Van Dongen scored in
the first half for the Hawks and in
the second it was rookie Tony Gill
who scored.
In the University of Toronto game
at Seagram's Stadium it was once
Van Dongen who scored the
Hawks' goal. Mark has had four
goals this year, two of which were in
the play offs. This made Van
Dongen our most effective forward.
In the Carleton game the Hawks
started off against an unknown
entity. The Hawks had no idea what
to expect.
The first major thing to happen
was a collision that saw Hawk AllCanadian, Paul Scholtz, received a
bad gash on the top of his head. He
was to spend the rest of the half on
the bench while trainers tried to stop
the bleeding. Later, Paul was to
receive six stitches to close the cut.
The Carleton Ravens showed that
they were to be reckoned with when
they put goaltender Eymbert
Vaandering through a series of tests
all of which he was equal to.
Shortly after Van Dongen was
moved to centre forward, Alex
Karakkokinos put the ball up to
Stephen Kerry. Kerry passed the ball
straight across the goal mouth where
he came sliding in bodily to force the
ball home.
The first half ended with the
-

Hawks ahead 1-0.
In the second half the Ravens
looked very dangerous and again

were able to test the ability of goalie
Vaandering. For awhile the Laurier
side was being very hard pressed.
One free kick by Carleton came as
close as to hit the cross bar before
the Hawks could clear it out.
Coach Lyons was making a lot of
changes trying to find the right
combination to crack the Carleton
defence. His combination of Mike
Haromy at centre with Brian Gill
proved to be the answer. Haromy
playing with confidence he has very

shown, began forcing
opportunities. He completely
controlled the ball up the middle of
the field.
Four minutes from the final
whistle Haromy brought down a
long ball, threaded the needle with a
pin point pass, heating two
seldom

defenders, to Tony Gill, who drew
the goalie out of position and easily
scored.

This win put the Hawks up
against University of Toronto for
the Ontario crown.
Both teams finished their regular
league play undefeated. Both teams
beat the second place team from the
other division by two goals. Both
teams could not win their next g? me
The Blues started the game fast,

catching

the

Hawks

off guard.

Finally, about one third into the
half, the Hawks broke down the
right side. Winger, George Mavros
crossed the ball only to have it hit the
crossbar and bounce on the line.
The ever present Mark

VanDongen took this opportunity
to run into the net, knocking the
goalie and the ball into the net.
The Blues came back with a very
controlled game, especially
considering the wet condition of the
field and ball. On a corner kick a
Toronto forward made no mistake
in heading the ball into the top left
corner, beating the Laurier defense
before they had a chance to react.

Starting the second half
determined to win, the Hawks found

'hoto by Dave Bradshaw

The Soccer Hawks season ended Sunday at Seagrams Stadium. The Hawks fought valiantly but
lost the Provincial championship to the U. of T. Blues, 2-1.
themselves up against a team just as
determined not to lose. Shortly after
the beginning of the half the crowd,
watched in horror as Toronto
broke from centre on a two on one
breakaway. The Blues ball carrier
headed for the corner as the other
man ran down the centre, the winger
beat the outstretched goaltender
with a skidding ball on the short
side.
The Hawks in a strong show of
determination came back with the
most applied pressure of the game.

During one flurry of shots, it was
only a defenseman's hand that
prevented a goal.
The penalty kick resulting from
the handoall was set up. Penalty
kicks are almost sure goals at this
calibre of play with 90% of all
penalty kicks resulting in goals.
With the wet field and rain the goalie
is at even more of a disadvantage.
Scotty Fraser, the league's top
scorer, shot the ball perfectly
directed towards the right hand
corner... and the goalie saved it.

The Hawks kept pushing, but the
Blues were getting the bounces and
staying on top of the play. For this
game Toronto played better soccer
and earned the win.
After the game the dressing room
was originally marked by silence.
Perhaps it is hard for anyone to
admit that they are only second best.
But soon a rendition of the team
song, loud enough to shake the
rafters, indicated that they were not
finished yet.
They will be back again next year.

Lavallee takes
silver medal
Michelle Lavallee, 19, a second
year biology student at Laurier
recently won a silver medal in
0.W.1.A. A. tennis action. The finals
for the women were held in St.
Catherines at the White Oaks Tennis
Club on October 30th.
To place as high as she did,
Michelle had to defeat the number
one ranked university women's
tennis player, Vicki Bassett of
Western. After eliminating Bassett,
Michelle came up against Alison
Manning of Waterloo.

"I think I could have won that last
match but she (Manning) had the
mental edge on me", commented
Lavallee after her loss in the finals.

Photo by Kevin Reilly

The Hawkey Hawks were dumped 13-2 on the weekend. Story page 17.

"Manning was better than I was
that day and deserved to win. Given
another chance on another day, I
would not be afraid of losing to her
again. I was inhibited by the T.V.
cameras and light and lost my
concentration sitting around so long
between matches."

Last year Lavallee attended
Acadia University and transferred
to Laurier over the summer. She has
played tennis for five years, four of
which have been competitively. In
1979 she was ranked fourth in
Canada for players aged under
sixteen. She played most of her
tennis at Cobblestone Courts in
Mississauga and in Florida, where
she lived for two years.

Other Laurier players in the event
were: Carol Hughes, who won the
consolation final in her flight while
Suzanne Kaiser, placed fourth in the

flight. Leslie Weichel, defeated two

of her own teammates to finish
second in her flight. Linda
Schmidtgall placed third and Sue
Kleinhenz won that flight

consolation championship.

Much thanks and appreciation is
extended to team coach Fiona
Rintoul and WLU athletics for their
support throughout the season.

16
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Hawk Watching
Basketball
Laurier men's basketball is back
again and comin' straight at you.

Under the direction of coach Don
Smith, the men's varsity volleyball
team will play their first game of this
season at Guelph on November sth.
Their first home game is against
cross-town
rival
Waterloo on
November 12th.

They have a strong veteran crew
coming back as well as a very good

crop of rookies.
Most people immediately refer to
the fact that Bob Fitzgerald is not
back this year. People also believe
that this will not only wing the Bball
Hawks but we will have to take them
out and shoot 'em to put them out of
their misery.
Not necessarily true. Yes Bob will
be missed but the team can fill that
void collectively and come up with a
very good season.
Returning vets are led by Leon
Arendse, Peter Brigilo, Pat
Langdon, Enzo Piazzo, Dave Byck,
Doug Aitchison and Dave Weaver.
A player that is sort of returning is
Steve Forden. Steve played U.S.
college ball two years ago. He
transferred to Laurier last year and
is eligible to play again this year.
"Having Steve will help us a lot",
projects the coach. "He is a great
ballhandler, shooter and leader on
the court. He is the kind of guy we
need to run our point guard offense.
Steve will be one of the outstanding
players this year in the province.
The rookies on this year's squad
include: Shawn O'Rourke
(Tillsonburg), Roger Barbosa
(Kitchener), Pat Keane (Windsor),
Jeff Purdy (Cambridge), and Mark
Polischuk (Waterloo), Mike Bielack
(Waterloo), Ed Maracle (Deseronto), and Chuck Klassen (Mallory-

"Western and Waterloo are our
toughest competition this year and
should finish first and second

Women's Varsity

The big man up front is Klassen.
He is a big strong aggressive man
who on hard work alone has worked
his way into a starting position in
this his first year.

Laurentian University, Lloyd
Schmidt, who earlier won the Mac
event, placed 19th in a field of
77 runners. A week earlier, Schmidt
placed 3rd at WLU's invitational
Cross Country Run. His time, at
Laurentian was 36 minutes,
46 seconds.
Of the 14 schools represented,
only runners from six of the schools
placed ahead of Schmidt.

keep in mind that the teams they

faced are just finishing their season
while we have yet to begin official
league games." The girls played
well, with strong efforts from
rookies, Janice Cheverie, Helga
Bliefert, and Ruth Hirtle. If this past
week-end is any indication of what
can be expected, the team should
have a good season, they will be
looking to gain further experience
this week-end when they travel to
Windsor to participate in the CanAm games. Good luck girls!
The women's badminton team will
travel to McMaster this week-end,
playing Friday and Saturday in a
tournament.
The
WLU women's varisty
basketball team opens their season

the -former member W.L.U. Board of
-experienced-elected
by
of
for
years.
12
Waterloo
Govenors
people

IjOtJi ANNIVERSARY SPECIAL
Appearing Tonight from Kitchener

-is concerned about the need for
nuclear disarmament, and
ACTED at City Council to have
the issue included on Nov. 8
Election Ballot.

-is accesible-Doreen has
assisted
many students by
providing information for their
assignments (eg. Cost-Benefit
Analysis on Parking, Environmental Issues in municipalities,
energy conservation, etc.)

-supported the city's financing of
a study by W.L.U. Business
Students on the needs of
students in Uptown Waterloo.

-has ACTED at City

I

I

I

5

I

THE BACWIDOORS

I

(A TRIBUTE TO THE DOORS)
$5.00 in Advance Tickets Good Until 8:00 pm.
Doors Open at 7:00 pm.
DON'T MISS THE CONCERT OF THE YEAR
-

MON—WED

II

"Female Burt Reynolds"
MOVIES:

"Happy Hooker goes to Washington""The Blues Brothers"

SHOWTIMES:

12:30, 3:30, 5:30, 7:30 and 10:30

Columbia Secondary
enjoys an international accreditation

independent, nonsectarian, coeduca-

90% of Columbia

international environ-

tional institution

offering grade 11, 12,
13 studies and language
programs in an

graduates have been
ment. Applications
accepted into the
from area and over>RVSc
V,
university of
seas students are
.^°
\
/
their choice.
now being

RAVEN DE LA CROIX

I "Up Smokey"

I

(formerly THE PARTS)

Council on
behalf of students re: their need
for better public transportation
and affordable housing.

Qualify for
the university
of your choice
for its disciplined approach to education.
As such, more than

NOV—I-3 is THE BLEEDING HEARTS

46"-24"-36" Green Eyes, Silver Black Hair

successful applicant will have a
minimum of 2 years remaining in his
or her university career and will
assume the position of Administrative Manager in September of 1983,
Contact Rick Pajor in the AC

WATERLOO ALDERMAN

871 Victoria St. N. Kitchener 744-3511

El^

The Men's Varsity Basketball Team
requires a responsible person to
fulfill the above vacancy. The

DOREEN
THOMAS

CORONET
'

ASS'T ADMINISTRATIVE
MANAGER WANTED

Re-elect

At the

I

officially here on November 10th
at
8:00 p.m. against Guelph. it should
Drove to be an interesting ga me
as
GuelDh s height advantage will be
matched against Laurier's speed
The team will also be
playin o 0n
the weekend in a
tournament at
Carleton.
Congratulations are extended to
Michelle Lavalle, who won the silver
medal this week-end in the OUAA
women's singles's tennis.
Seeded
Bth, Michelle defeated No.l-seeded
Vicki Bassett in the first round.

Michigan.
Although the girls failed to win'
their games, they were nonetheless
very competitive. According to
coach Cookie Leach, "one must

12.

opener on

by Elaine Stokes

The women's varsity volleyball team
was active this week, playing six
matches in a tournament at Lansing,

The cross-country season has
come to a finish for another season.
The Hawk runners showed
themselves very well despite many
injuries. At the OUAA Cross
Country finals this past weekend at

respectively. Everyone must play to
their maximum potential in order to
beat either one of these teams,"
forecasts Coach Smith.
The team has had limited preseason play and has participated in
one tournament. October 16 saw the
Hawks travel to St. Catharines to
Finishing second for Laurier was
participate in the Brock
Tim Dawkins in a time of 39
Invitational. The scores of the games minutes, 55 seconds.
were usually in the other team's
Despite having mono, Jim
favour but the team gained valuable Burrows was Laurier's third runner
playing experience.
and placed an amazing 68th,
The volleyball Hawks have a
considering his condition.
strong crop of rookies this year:
Comparing our three runners
Doug Wagor of Kendall with the top three of other schools,
Mississ a u g i a n (he's from
Laurier placed ahead of Brock,
Mississauga), Doug Wilson, Dave
Guelph, Ottawa, RMC and Trent.
Weimbecker, of who knows where,
Unfortunately, because of exams
Mike Paull of Kitchener, and Mark (Earl Lavender), injuries (Mike Veit,
Adams, an import from Ottawa.
lan Clancy) and work commitments
The
Hawks
also have ten (Kirk Wein, Chris Polci), Laurier
returning players, five of whom were was not able to have a full team
starters last year. Returning starters
represent us.
are: power hitter Rob Griffith;
Anyone interested in competing
middle blockers, Ken Frost and
for
Laurier in cross-country next
John Jones; offside hitter Rod
year or indoor track this year should
Miller and the returning setter is
contact Ray Koenig in Room 2CSA.
Cosmo Grasso.
Our school would like to produce
Other returning players are: Steve
strong relay teams in the 4x200,
Davis, Ed Vermue, Klaus Doma, 4x400 and
4xBoo metre events.
Barry Shulist and Billy Praught.
who
Anyone
has run around a 24
Do not forget to come down to the second
200, a 52 second 400, 2
AC and give our Hawks some
minute 800 or 4 minute 1500 should
immoral support and their home
try out for the team.
November

ton).

I

Cross Country

Volleyball

I

Columbia

is an 8

r|Pj|

|i

j

entertained.

Columbia Secondary School of

Canada

(416) 38
430 East 25th Street. Hamilton, Ontario. Canada LBV 384
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Sports Quiz

by Chuck Tatham and Mike Lock
We would like to thank Mike
Langer for his astute letter to the
editor last week. He pointed out the
inexcusably blasephemous mistake
we made in the quiz October

14.

(ED.Note: My fault too. Should
have checked it myself.)
Langer posed some really
interesting questions of his own, and
he wanted us to answer them. But
because we prefer to write a quiz
with a touch of entertainment value,
and also because we do not have
access to the forty volume of sports
facts compiled since the time of the
Magna Carta, we are just going to
pretend we did not even see Mike's

laughable attempt at intelligent
criticism.
We cannot overlook Mike and his
quest for statistical indulgence, so
we are adding an eleventh question
to the quiz, "The Langer Question."

2. Name the Texan

towns where

these teams play their home games.
Be specific.
(a) Dallas Cowboys
(b) Texas Longhorns
(c) Texas Rangers

3.Three Atlanta Braves have hit
40 or more home runs in one season.
Name the trio.
4. Marques Haynes of the
Globetrotters has a famous son-inlaw. Who?

9. Which outfielder (no longer
playing) was traded to the
Minnesota Twins and promptly

died?
10. Massive Stumper! The lowest

score in a PGA sanctioned
tournament was 59. Who shot it?

11. The Langer Question!! Who
was the winner of the 1973
Laconia World Championship
Dog Sled Racing Derby? What
was his hometown? What was his
time for the 54 mile race?

ANSWERS IN
SCOREBOARD

5. What number did Bart Starr
where?
6. Name the members of the New
York Jets "Sack Exchange".

7. Name the only horse to finish

second in all three Triple Crown
races.

Chuck's Ground

"So how does it feel to be ranked as the top skater here at Skate

How did vou do?
10 right-You have an inflatable
Woody Hayes doll.
7-9 right You were seen at a motel
-

with Woody.
4-6 right You have hugged Woody.
1-3 right
Woody has physically
abused you.
0 You are Woody Hayes.
**The Langer Question Are you a
-

-

1. The Conne Smythe Trophy
(MVP, NHL Playoffs) has been
awarded three times to players on
the losing team. Name them.

8. What was the name of the New
York Ranger line which starred:
Ratelle, Hadfield and Gilbert?

-

-

librarian???

Hawkey Hawks humiliated
by Kevin Reilly
The Hawkey Hawks were soundly
defeated this weekend when they
travelled to Troy, New York to play
an exhibition game against R.P.I.
The final score was a humiliating 13-

2 drudging.

all out hustled.
The R.P.I, team took advantage
of every error that the Hawks made.
Their constant, unwielding play
dominated every facet of the game.
R.P.l.'s passing and speed made our
Hawks seem not only as if they were
standing still but that they had
forgotten how to skate! In three
periods of play the Laurier goalies
(Bienkowski and Sop) faced over

game "I am glad that it was an

"Who, me?"
Yes, do you feel any extra pressure being the 6th best skater in the
world and the number one American?
"0h,...y0u want to talk to Rosalynn. She's standing over there in the
red white and blue."
You know, I never even noticed her British accent.
Last Tuesday I received one of the luckiest breaks of my life. Thanks
to Mr. Richard Taylor, Laurier's Director of Information, I was
referred to United Press Canada to report on Skate Canada for them.
Not thinking twice about the possible difficulties associated with
such a job and studying for two midterms, I jumped at the
opportunity. So, for this past weekend I, Chuck Kirkham, your fun
loving, always in trouble Sports Editor was a stringer for United
Press.
The conversation at the top of this page was me trying to get an
interview, Wednesday afternoon, with Rosalynn Summers, currently
the U.S. champ and rated 6th among women skaters in the world. I
started to talk to Susan Jackson, currently ranked fourth in Great
Britian and unranked among the women internationally.
This was the first figure skating competition of any kind that I had
attended. Just forget the fact that this was only the second best figure
skating competition this year in the world.
My head was spinning as I entered the world of triple axels, triple,
double, and single loops, toe loops, double and triple lutzes, cherries,
sal chows, flying sit spins with change of foot...aah, I'm getting dizzy
again.
The first day and a half was pure murder. My first story that was
picked up by the papers had two semi-serious mistakes, one of which I
take full credit for. The other was not my fault. (I don't think)
The first mistake reported that Rosalynn Sumners was the world
champion of women's figure skating. The second stated that Vikki de
Vries was a silvei' medallist in the 1980 Olypics.
The truth is that Rosalynn was American champ and that Vikki
won a silver medal at Skate America three weeks ago. I'm sure hardly
anyone noticed the error. Hell, in the Toronto area alone it was only in
the Star, and the Sun. (Oooops!)
Another major difficulty I ran into was deadlines. Try writing three,
350 word stories a day. One has to be out for the night time newscasts,
one has to be out in time for the morning papers and another for the
afternoon papers. Then of course, there is the fact you do not always
have the facts. For those early deadlines, there is no way you can tell
them something that has not yet happened.
By Friday I had it beat. By this time I was doing fairly adequate. I
was no longer intimidated by the big name skaters or by the people at
U.P.
What happens?
The biggest story of the day, and possibly the competition got put
on hold in a U.P. computer (or whatever they call it) and instead of
getting out at 9:00 in time for the next morning papers it got sent out at
2.00 am Saturday morning. I came as close to crying as I have since my
dog died three years ago. Dogs you cry over, newspaper stories you
almost cry over and women you don't even come close to crying
about, (drunk for sure).
After the whole thing was over I was happy. Under the
circumstances I think I did okay.
Other than that my Hallowe'en weekend was rather dull, how
'bout yours?

Putting it plainly, the Hawks wefe
pathetic. The defense was caught flat
footed, men were constantly left
open, they were out hit and worst of

fifty shots.
R.P.I, is no slouch of a hockey
school. Their team has been a
permanent part of "A" division in
American collegiate sports for the
past decade. The 5,500 seat arena
has been sold out for every game the
last few years. For this exhibition
game 2,500 fans showed up.
Coach Gowing expressed after the

Canada?

Chuck Kirkham

156 Columbia Street West
Waterloo, Ontario N2L 3L3

————J
So you think you had a bad weekend?

pho»o«

Phone (519) 885-5870

(Columbia at Phillip)

by Kevin Rei»y

m

■

•

•

exhibition game which showed me
how much work we have to do. I'm

sorry we could not provide more
competition to the powerful R.P.I,
team."
Let us hope that the team can get
things ready for their home opener
November 12 at the Auditorium.
Butt ending: 17 of 30 R.P.I, skaters
on scholarships.
Many expressed the desire to play inj
Canada but could not afford to turnj
down a scholarship. Seems ironic
that a Canadian University team has,
to go to the States to get humiliated

wl

The Word Processing Professionals

•Term Papers
'Overheads
Resumes, Covering Letters, Mailing Lists

•

W.L.U.

were Canadians

talented
by
players.

Canadian

hockey

•
—

SKI CLUB
presents

Mte. Ste. Anne
Quebec City
Jan 13-16
-3 days skiing at Mte. Ste. Anne

;-3 nights accommodation within
gates of Old Quebec

Writers needed...
Come up and see
Chuck in the Cord
office. Please.

-shuttle to and from the slopes
-return

transportation on stereo
equipped coach

goalies faced 57 shots this weekend in one game!

Vermont Reading
Reading Wk
Feb 20-25
-5 days skiing at Smugglers Notch
-5

deluxe slopeside
accommodation, equipped with

nights

kitchenette, washrooms, fireplace
transportation on stereo
equipped coach

-return

-entertainment package including
cover charge to Village pubs.

$159

Laurier

Consistent Quality
Economical
Results Oriented

&

tax

-limited space-

$289 Cdn

-sign up in the Concourse or
phone Joe at 886-7925

&

tax
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Buffalo Chips
by Matt Torigian

Brett Roberts
Breaking away from our usual
routine of sarcasm and humour, we
would like to be semi-serious for just
a moment, and talk a little about
&

them do not even know how the U.S.
college football system works, and
never know which team they should
cheer for or who they should hate.
They still show up though.
So, just what the hell is a sports
fan? Are we better fans because we
think we know who the coach
should play? Are we better fans
because we know you can't average
more than ten points a game using
the wishbone? Maybe we are better
fans because we know the Athletic
Director should fire the football
coach. Well we do not think so!
Don't get us wrong, criticism
certainly is a method of maintaining
honesty, but let's be honest to
ourselves first. Granted U.S. college
football is the classiest sports
organization anywhere, but school

sports.

Once again we had the
opportunity to take another roadtrip to Detroit and visit with a whole
different environment of life. Just
three hours away from Laurier
resides community after community
where life is taken just one day at a
time until you mention the word
football, or hockey, or baseball, or
whatever.
-

spirit should not be different
regardless of where you go to school.
Here at Laurier it could not be
easier, after all free admission to
sporting events puts everyone ahead

of the game. Time for most people is
not a factor, just an excuse. Instead
of getting drunk up at the Turret
every Thursday, Friday, and
Saturday let's get drunk at
Seagram's, the arena or (shh) the
A.C. Don the purple and gold,
scream a cheer and get foolish,
maybe, before you know it, we
might have something to cheer

about.
As a side note our International
Investigative reporting did not end
Saturday. Sunday we were up again
at noon to head down to the Pontiac
Silverdome and participated in their
fourth tailgating party in as many
weeks. Ever since the N.F.L. strike a
local radio station has provided pop,
pizza and a live band to party with in
the parking lot. Sunday saw 5,000 of
Detroit's finest show up. Even
without a sporting event these
people showed up. That maybe is
what is commonly referred to as
but one thing is for
"going too
certain, it sure beats the hell out of
"not going at all."
I'm Matt Torigian, and I'm Brett
Roberts, for the rest of the crew, may
all your Chips be soft ones.

Tamiae
On Ice
by Dick Belloes
Last Wednesday produced the
first blow out of the season as Biz 8
humiliated Biz 2 by the score of 9-4.
Lemmon was the star for Biz 8,
recording a hat trick. Othe-- goal
scorers for Biz 8 were 'VD' Van
Dewark, Stanley, Gage, Watson,

Levine and Abbott.
Biz 2 was led by Stovel (Hi Mom),
Edwards and Mcßride. Biz 2 played
uninspired and unorganized hockey.
One fan was heard commenting "I
know most of the guys on that team
and their play is indicitive of their
social life—too little, too late."
Last Sunday's action at the barn
was fast and furious. A couple of
hockey games also broke out.

Last Saturday morning we made
our way to Ann Arbor, Michigan.
Ann Arbor is the home of the

University of Michigan Wolverines.
Surprisingly, there were no blitz's
that we knew of, and no pub crawls
to speak of, just private shows going
on everywhere.
We parked one half to threequarters of a mile away from the
stadium, only to come across a most
unforgettable sight en route to our
seats. Hundreds of cars and homes
had been opened up hours before
game time to prepare for the event.
Barbeques were lit.and people were
lit, as their routines for home
football games had once again
commenced. Everywhere you
turned a "Go Blue" flag hung, a hat
was worn, or socks screamed out the
cries of support evident to U. of M.
patriots.
No organization or campus
club could have produced the
enthusiasm apparent in these
people. They all seemed to share one
important trait, they were all sports

—

_____—

This is elbowing.

This is bending your elbow.

fans.

It does not end here, however,
inside the 102,070 seat
105,619
people became one
stadium
fun. Sittingin the
having
large group
80,
row
we passed a girl
aisleway of
of
the
100 row section
up to the top
first
quarter, only to let
during the
her by at half time. Frisbees flew,
plastic footballs were batted around
and laughter was the common
language spoken
by all.
was
Pandemonium
originated where
college football began, yet it never
seems to die. 52-14 was the final
score, which most people found out
the next day by watching the
highlights on T.V.
Four years ago U. of M. was not
even a winning team, but their
attendance still maintained the
100,000 mark. The school has 35,000
people who all pay big bucks to
watch their team. Three quarters of

because

wp

Has

This is charging.

This is paying cash.
1

M

Hi

■i

111,1

M M

i
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K-W BOOK

EXCHANGE

New and Used Books
We also sell New & Used
German books & magazines
We buy comics and science
fiction books.

..1...

Two minutes for holding.

No penalty for holding.

Offside at the blueline.

Onside wherever you are.

,

742-1261
306 King St W., Kitchener
Mon.-Fri.
Sat

9a m -9p m
9a m -6p m

MASSAGE:For relaxation,

Rehabilitation
Also, Classes
technique and
touch.

in basic
therapeutic

Ann Ruebottom 884-5791

Biz 7-the defending
chamnps
'
disposed of Biz 8, 3-1.
Crowd control as usual was
the
problem.
V.D. Van Deward opened
the
scoring for Biz 8 only to
have that
goal rammed down their
throats
plus two more. Net movers for
Biz 7
were Fennel, "Loo" Latimer
and
McFarlaine.
Johnny 'Hiram' Walker, the
Biz?
goalTe had such an easy work load
he
thought that he was a civil servant
The second game of the night
saw the Biz 5 Virgins win their
first
game of the season, 5-0.
Do not forget that Tamaie hockey
is a cheap way to take a girl on a
date; admission is free.
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Scoreboard
Hockey
G W L
4 4 0
2 2 0
2 2 0

Queen's
York
Toronto

T
0
0
0

3 2 1 0
110 0

Guelph
Laurier
McMaster
Brock
R.M.C.
Ryerson
Western

Laurentian
Windsor

Waterloo

2 1 1 0
2 1 1 0
4 1 3 0
4 1 3 0
0 0 0 0
10 10
2 0 2 0
3 0 3 0

F

A Pts

31 12 8
14 0
19 2
14 18
6 4
16 12
16 17
27 41
14 38
0 0
4 6
8
12
5 22

4
4
4

2

2
2

0

Ryerson 8 R.M.C. 7
York 6 Waterloo 0
Queen's 9 Windsor 6
Guelph 6 Laurentian 4
Queen's 3 Windsor 2

7
4
3
5
2
6

2 2 0 0 9 1 4
2 10 18 5 3
2 10 15 4 3
2 1 1 0 8 6 2
3 0 3 0 6 17 2
2 0 2 0 4 110

Players of the game

SCORING
PLAYER

CJP G A P
3
4 3 7
3
2 4 6
DELEPLANQUE2
2 3 5
3
STOVEL
3 14
VAN DEWARK 2
2 2 4
2
STALEY
13 4
LEMMON
LEVINE

2
3

Toronto game
Paul Scholtz

-

13 4
0 4 4

Scoring Summary
Rensselaer vs Laurier
WLU goal

Football

Ist Period
10 Casey (8 Bogart)

1.17

RPI goal 15 Carter (26 Hammond,
7 Deßrase) 14.28
RPI goal 27 Bestle (7 Jorris, 25
Mercier) 15.46

Saturday (semi-finals)

McMaster. 6

26 Guelph

GPWLT F A P
3 2 10 15 114

LEE

Exhibition

Western

8

WATSON

R.P.I. 13 Laurier 2

28

BIZ
BIZ
BIZ
BIZ
BIZ
BIZ
BIZ

2
2
0
0
0

Results

Toronto

Hockey

Tamiae

Carling O'Keefe's

20

2nd Period

Future games

RPI goal 7 Jorris (t&Magnason, 2
McFriday) 3.45
Saturday (finals)
RPI goal 13 Daliman (10 Koudys, 1
Toronto at Western
26 Hammond) 4.59
goal 17 Deßrase (19 Collins,
RPI
Vanier Cup
14
Farslund) 9.15
Nov. 20 At Varsity Stadium
WLU goal 10 Casey (3 Levesque,
12 Walters) 10.25
3:41:39 N.H.
Winnisquam. Piscapo, John 11. RPI goal 11 Nienhuis(l3 Daliman,
10 Koudys) 11.42
Geighberger Al 10.
13 Daliman (18
Thompson Danny 9. RPI goal
Magnason, 26 Hammond) 12.51
Line GAG The 8.
Alydar 7. RPI goal 18 Magnason (15 Carter,
-

klecko Joe gastineau, Mark
Salaam, Abdul Lyons, Marty 6.

21 Sadepour)

Carleton game

-

Eymbert Vaandering

15.17

3rd Period
15 5. RPI goal 13 Daliman (10 Koudy, 6
Pearson Drew 4.
Kondra) 4.35
Aaron Hank
goal 18 Magnason (7 Jorris)
RPI
Johnston, Dave Evans, Darrel 3.
12.04
Arlington RPI goal 17 Deßrase (10 Koudy, 25
(c) Austin; (b) Irving; (a) 2.
Mercier) 13.51
Hall Glenn RPI goal 13 Daliman 15.01
Leach, Reggie Crozier, Roger 1. RPI goal
22 Dark (21 Sadepour)

ANSWERS

It's not too late to
have your PHOTOGRAPH
taken for Christmas
Graduation Photographs
make a nice Christmas Present

Every C.G.A.
who graduates
this year
.

.

.

All Students already photographed
please return proofs in the concourse
Nov. 9&10 between 10-2pm

FORDE
STUDIOS
745-8637
TOP PRICES

FOR

L.P. RECORDS

In Good PlayableCondition

ENCORE
RECORDS
297 King St. East
Kitchener 744-1370
Quality Records Bought

&

Sold

Birthright

cares

about you and your
baby when you are

pregnant. For

free practical
help and counselling
call

579-3990

Certified General Accountants do
have a choice: taxation, auditing,
controllership, government, management accounting, commerce,

industry
public practice.
CGA offers a five-year course.
Advanced standing is granted to
students with college or university
credits. It's tough, and demanding.
That's why more and more employers are looking for people who
have earned the CGA designation.
Because it identifies a person with
drive, initiative, ability, and
knowledge
Choose the fastest growing

Deadline for
Winter
enrollment,
November 9.
For information,
call or write:

—

The Certified
General
Accountants
Association

/T\

vn

accounting profession, become a

Certified General Accountant.
It's nice to have a choice . . .
isn't it ?

480

.

University Avenue, 4tn Fl.

Ms° W2

or toll-free 1-800-268-8022
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COMING EVENTS
1-5
CANADA CAREER WEEK
In the Concourse

Tuesday, November 9
CAREERS IN TEACHING
PRESENTATION
11:30 1:00 p.m. P3067

November

-

-

Thursday, November 4
COLLEGE PRO PAINTERS
INFORMATION SESSION
2:00 5:00 p.m.
Paul Martin Centre

Thursday, November 11
SUMMER '83 JOB SEARCH
PRESENTATION
11:30- 1:00 p.m. P3067

-

Thursday, November 4
VOLUNTEER OPPORTUNITIES IN THE K-W AREA
5:30 7:00 p.m.
Paul Martin Centre

Tuesday, November 23
LAKEHEAD UNIVERSITY
FACULTY OF EDUCATION
INFORMATION SESSION
1:00 2:30 p.m. P3015

-

-

APPS DUE NOW
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this
on"y to employers
IZ
the

pre-select. In addition, interview
appointments can be made with
any direct sign-up company.
If you have difficulty securing a
position with these guidelines,
you may discuss the possibility
of making application to
additional companies with Jan
Basso, Manager of PCS.
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Skills Workshop where
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don'ts of successful ' t
r
viewing. Then when Sl
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.
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and
want to

[would for a real interview and
questions^' ask
have s
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'o° A 15-20 minute interview
your w,n be taped and then plaved
drop back for the res. of the
If in
PCS and ask one of our staff, session It is better to make
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limtt
past
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INTERVIEWS

VIDEOTAPED

organization

NOTES

RECRUITING

pertains

MOCK

the
—

nan

form must be completed
affording students the opportunitytoapply toany of the medical
schools in Ontario. For each
choice a processing fee of $13.00
is levied.
OMSAS forms can be picked
up in the Career Information
Centre. Registration packets for
the Medical College Admissions
Test, which is required by most
schools, will be available in
February in PCS.

-

Two recent surveys have
produced similar lists of skills
and qualities that employers
seek in university graduates.
These characteristics are, in
order of significance: verbal
communication skills, responsibility, initiative, inter-personal
skills, self-discipline, problemsolving skills, decision-making
skills, confidence, written
communication skills, high
energy, and leadership potential.

The adage "A Degree is not
Enough" is one students shouldnot forget in the interview
situation. Most employers look
for evidence of 'transferable
skills'. These are skills that you
may have learned and developed
in your academic life, work
experiences and also in extracurricular activities such as
sports, clubs, committees,
hobbies, and community
activities. These are skills that

In an effort to afford all
students maximum opportunities for employment interviews,
er

MEDICAL SCHOOL
If you are interested in
attending an Ontario Medical
School in September 1983, your
application must be submitted to
the Ontario Medical School
Application Service (OMSAS) in
Guelph by November 15, 1982.
There are five Medical Schools
in Ontario McMaster University,
University of Ottawa, Queen's
University, University of Western
Ontario, and University of
Toronto. A common application

SELLING YOUR SELF IN AN INTERVIEW

E

doSbt,

*»#»njn,n

m———interview. Take
This is our November
jmnrntp your interview
10
. ■"■prove
skills for permanent and
issue of
summer jobs. This opporm
m m
tunity to improve your
I
I

fo

#

I

■■■■

II
■
■

I

■

A
V
IT A-i
Are
You r»
Qualified?

interview skills for permanent
and summer jobs. This
opportunity may also be
helpful when applying for
j
pntrv
into co-op snd
Gniry intn
internsh jp pr0grams.

monthlv newsletter
newsiener
mommy
,,

™

,

On the recruiting schedule, the
discipline from which the
employer would like to recruit is
SUBMIT TEACHER APPLICATION FORM NOW
listed. Other disciplines, s^bsssss————bbsbsssss^bsbb^b^^b
be
considered
however,may
December and preferably as
Application forms used by all
depending on the individual's Faculties of Education in Ontario soon as possible. When applying
background. Assess yourself are available in Placement and
to the Faculties of Education you
Career Services. Representmay only select three programs,
atives from these Faculties of Calendars from each Faculty of
Education suggest submitting
Education are also available for
your form before the end of reference in PCS.
«

TIPS FOR PRINTING RESUMES
To put your best foot forward,
your resume should be
professionally reproduced. This
means individual word processing, or offset printing. To assist
you with making your resume
look as terrific as possible, a
Resume Printing Service is
available on campus. The
following are suggestions for
helping you make the most of
your time (as well as the coordinator of this service's time).
First, as a quality control
measure, nothing will be printed
that has a spelling or
typographical error. It is strongly
recommended that you proofread you resume (or UCPA form)
before leaving your typist. If you
type yourself, get someone else
to proof read it before you get too
far away from your typewriter.
Second, the quality of
reproduction is much better
when the original is typed with a
carbon ribbon. This is not a
requirement, but if you want to
make the most of your resume,
you should want it to look its best
when reproduced. With respect
to corrections, whiteout will not
show, as long as the application
is smooth. Carbon lift-off (as
found in self-correcting
machines or the clear sheets of
correct-tape) also does not show
when reproduced. However, if
you use a non-carbon ribbon,
and correct with the correct-tape
that leaves a powder over the
error, you will not get a clear
reproduction.

The hours of the printing
service are Tuesdays 9.00-11.00
a m - and Fridays 10.30-1.00 p.m.
necessary resumes may be
picked up Mondays, Tuesdays or
Thursdays between 6.00 and 8.30
p.m. Turnaround time so far has
generally been 1 1/2 weeks,
although we still cannot
guarentee anything less than two
weeks.
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Jobs

e!

IN TEACHING
PRESENTATION

CAREERS

j
\

teaching!

e
d n
e
e en
! Here to discuss various aspects of the
odunH yas anou.,e ,ma na g
profession Will b6.
for College Pro Painters for the
summer? Managers are hired
I
and trained to operate 98 College j 'teacher
'Teacher's Federation Representative I
Pro outlets in various comJ
munities with full responsibility I
J
for all aspects of running a small j
'school board representative
r
business. They will be on ;
j
J
campus on Thursday, November !
:
TUESDAY
NOVEMBER 9
4th from 2:00 5:00 p.m. in the ;
Paul Martin Centre to discuss
I
this summer job opportunity. I
11*30
1*00
Plan to drop by during the day. !
J
*

,

•

HOW WILL YOU SPEND
YOUR SUMMER
WORKING???

'

& Career Services has
organized a special presentation
tQ het p you p e gj n y Gur summer
jQ b search in the right direction

placement

Material to be covered:
_

-

•

P3067

effective application methods

students
-presentations by students who
h ave b ee n employed in a variety
different jobs.

:of

Beat the competition by starting
y Qur preparation now. Plan to
attend the presentation on:
*

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER
from 11:30 to 1:00

11

WANTED: VOLUNTEERS

!

I

!

•

-

"

:

-government programs for

;

•

•

Make plans to attend the presentation on |
I Volunteer Opportunities in the KW Area. |
I Representatives from local organizations will |
speak about volunteerism and will be available I
! to answer questions informally, after the
j
presentation. The presentation will be held in j
|
the Paul Martin Centre on Thursday, November j
I 4 from 5:30 to 7:00 p.m..
I
I
I

L

Summer Management

X

in the Peters Building 3067

!

College Pro Discuss

GRADUATING THIS

:

YEAR?I

EMPLOYERS ARE RECRUITING
1983 GRADUATES NOW
IF YOU ARE SEEKING EMPLOYMENT
UPON GRADUATION INQUIRE TODAY AT

PLACEMENT AND CAREER SERVICES

I

I
I
I
I

Lower Floor, Student Services Centre

DON'T WAIT
HIRING OF SPRING UNIVERSITY GRADUATES THROUGH
ON-CAMPUS RECRUITING OCCURS PRIMARILY BEFORE
FEBRUARY OF YOUR GRADUATING YEAR.
GRADUATES SHOULD REGISTER WITH PCS EARLY IN THE
SCHOOL YEAR TO ENHANCE THEIR CHANCES OF SECURING
EMPLOYMENT.

I

